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Students Take Part In LBL Apollo Project
Physical, emotional, and
Project Director Bill Holt
educational challenges are the noted that Land Between The
focal points of the Apollo Lakes was conducive to the
Project, an innovative program objectives of the program
in outdoor education and sur- because of its proximity to the
vival conducted under the University and the fact that it
auspices of the Upward Bound provides an isolated natural
program at Murray State area which lends itself to the
University. Twelve students activities involved in the Apollo
from
Western
Kentucky program. Facilities at Pond
recently participated in the Hollow Bivouac Area on the
"Athenia" Series of the Apollo Lake Barkley shoreline are
Project which is headquartered being utilized for the pr,oject
at Land Between The Lakes, which will run from November,
TVA's outdoor recreation and 1973 through August, 1974.
environmental education center
Apollo consists of four series
in Western Kentucky and based on length of stay. The
Tennessee.
Poseidon Series — the longest of

the four — is a 14-day canoe trip
covering over 80 miles and
dealing primarily with water
based activities. Hermes is a 14day hiking adventure covering
40 miles and dealing primarily
with land based activities. The
Vulcan Series is a five-day stay
utilized during school vacations
while Athenia is a flexible
weekend series.
Included in the various series
are such activities as compass
and map reading, caving,
sailing and pull boating,
canoeing, field and aquatic
biology, rappelling, wildlife and
forestry, swimming, con-

servation, astronomy, geology,
social science, creative writing,
and structured and unstructured group activities.
These activities are designed to
provide motivation and selfconfidence to the students.
Holt explained the project as
lin outgrowth of a highly successful outdoor adventure
series incorporated into the
Murray State University Upward Bound program during
the summer of 1971. By taking
the best of established outdoor
education practices, Holt said,
and meshing them with the fear
challenge methodology utilized
in Outward Bound Schools, a
unique educational experience
emerges.
The program will involve
students from the existing
Upward Bound programs in 18
from
extending
states
Wisconsin to Florida. Each
series will consist of two leaders
with students having a 1:5
leadership ratio. Leaders are
trained in every phase of the
activities. It is structured
around the academic year of
participating schools, utilizing
weekends and vacation periods
with the longer and more extensive series planned for the
summer of 1974.
The assistant project director
is Randy Hess. There are also
eight series coordinators and
four academic specialists involved in Apollo.

GROUNDBREAKING SeHEDULED—A groundbreaking is scheduled Monday, Nov. 19, on this three-story Speech and Hearing
Rehabilitation Center at Murray State University. The general construction contract of $1,284,000 was awarded to the Hal Perry
Construction Co. of Benton. Shown in this architect's drawing is the entry level for diagnosis and rehabilitation at the north end of
the structure. To house the three divisions in the department of special education—speech and hearing, reading and mental
retardation-along with a Learning Disabilities Center, the building will also include academic facilities. Almost $620,00 in federal
funds have been authorized for construction of the project through the Hill-Burton program in the U.S. Department of Health,
Education and Welfare.

Groundbreaking on MSU's
eech Center Is Monday

Doug Hocking, Apollo Series I. oordinator, assists Susie Robinson, Fulton County High School, and
Linda Williams, Calloway County High School, in proper use of map and compass. Apollo, an outdoor
adventury based program under the auspices of Upward Bound at Murray State University, began
its recent series in TV.A's Land Between The Lakes, the I70,000-acre outdoor recreation and environmental education center between Kentucky Lake and Lake Barkley.

Nashville Symphony
To Appear Sunday In
Civic Music Concert
The second attraction in the
1973-74 Murray Civic Music
Association Series will be the
Nashville Symphony which will
appear in Murray at the Lovett
Sunday,
auditorium
on
November 18, at 3:30 p.m.
Dr. Thor Johnson, music
director, will be conducting the
orchestra. All Murray State
University students can attend
the concert by presenting their
ID cards. General admission to
the Sunday attraction is by
membership only.
Dr. Johnson, Music Director
and Conductor of the 27-year old
Orchestra, formerly was
director of the world famous
music school at Interlochen
Arts Academy, Interlochen,
Mich. He left that position in
1967 to become the Nashville
Symphony's fourth conductor.
native of
Johnson, a
Wisconsin, received both his
A.B. and Ph. D. from the
University of North Carolina
and his Masters in Music from
the University of Michigan. He
has also studied in Europe
under such internationally
known conductors as Felix
Weingartner, Bruno Walter and
Nicolai Malko.
As Warrant Officer Bandleader during World War II, he
founded the first soldier sym-
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WEATHER
FORECAST

Decreasing cloudiness and
cooler tonight and Friday. Low
tonight 38-43. High Friday in
the S.
•

- Fair-aid sooi Saturday,.:becoming cloudy and a little
warmer Sunday and Mdriday,
With -a -chance of showers.
- Highs Saturday in the 50s, rising to the 60s Sunday and Monday. Lows in the 31e Saturday,
rising to the 40s Sunday and
Monday.

phony orchestra in arms. He
served as orchestral conductor
at Julliard School of Music in
1946-47 and with his `appointment as conductor of the
Cincinnati Symphony in 1947,
become
the first American
born, American-trained conductor chosen to direct a major
orchestra in this country.
While director of orchestral
activities at Northwestern
University at Evanston, Ill., he
organized the Chicago Little
Symphony and later became
choral director of the University of Michigan's Ann Arbor
iSee Symphony,Page 11)

Participating in the recent
Athenia Series were Linda
Williams, Calloway County
High School; Carol Cobb,
Saddie Gilbert, and Althea
Holloway, Fulton County High
School; Glen Hideout, Lone Oak
High School; James Rucker,
Mayfield High School; Rick
Jones, Kathy McBride, and
Sarah Austin, Paducah TilghGroundbreaking ceremonies and mental retardation—along
man High School; Lille for the Speech and Hearing with a Learning Disabilities
Childress and Patsy Parker, Rehabilitation
Center at Center, will be completed and
Wingo High School; and An- Murray State University will be ready for occupancy at the
thony Hall, St. Mary's High held on the construction site at beginning of the 1975 spring
School,
2 30 p.m. Monday, Nov. 19.
semester.
Dr. Thomas B. Hogancamp,
Contract awards within the
for
ad- total general construction cost
vice-president
ministrative affairs, said a include $277,799 to Miller
$1,234,000 general construction Plumbing and Electrical of
contract for the three-story Benton for mechanical work
brick sructure has been and $145,000 to Don Stinson of
awarded to the Hal Perry Mayfield for electrical work.
The architectural firm for the
heaters will be enormously Construction Co. of Benton and
work is to begin immediately. project is Gresham & Kerr,
expensive.
University and state officials, John Keeling Associates of
"In uninsulated homes, the
with representatives of Paducah.
along
rapidly
as
almost
heat escapes
Bartholomy,
Dr.
John
as it's produced," said Barker. the architectural firm and the
contractors, will participate in chairman of the department of
This causes the electric the groundbreaking for a special education, said he is
heaters to run practically 100 project which Hogancamp said "delighted thet our adpercent of the time, using vast "has been the source of some ministration has worked so
amounts of electricity, which recent good news."
cliligently,to turn a dream into
are reflected in greatly inHe explained that the general reality" and added that the
creased electric bills.
construction contract is more center is an excellent example
Third,there is also the danger than
the of the direction the university
$22,000 under
of fire. Wires too small to estimated construction cost and will take under the leadership of
adequately handle the added that an addition to a federal Dr. Constantine Curris, the new
load of electric space heaters grant has brought the total president, to provide greater
can overheat to the burning dollar participation through the service to the area.
point.
Hill-Burton program to almost
If you are planning to buy an $620,000.
electric space heater, you
"So actually the project will
should first call The Murray be built at less cost than had
Electric System" Barker said. been anticipated, but with an
Free-of-charge, we will check increase of more than $117,000
to the grant approved by the
(See Energy,Page 16
US. Department of Health,
Education and Welfare agency
WASHINGTON (AP) — Presin June," he continued.
ident Nixon may be cooperating
A report by the State Ad- more with his newly appointed
visory Council for Health special Watergate prosecutor
Facilities recommended almost Leon Jaworski than he did with
$620,000 in Hill-Burton funds for fired Archibald Cox.
the project, but the construction
Indications of this cooperagrant awarded in June was tion with Jaworski surfaced at
do
after
several
rural
what to
$502,561. Hogancamp said the
legislators said studded tires additional federal aid restores a federal court session Wednesare a necessity in their areas the grant to the amount of the day and later that night after
Nixon had met with 14 Republiduring winter.
original recommendation, with
Mobley contended the studs the balance of the construction can senators to discuss Waterdon't provide much safety, but financing to come from gate.
Meanwhile, the Senate Watertear up the highways.
university capital construction gate committee scheduled anJ. W. Spurrier of the Bureau hinds.
other session for today to disof Highways said the agency
Hogancamp expressed hope cuss illegal corporate campaign
favors a ban because of some that the building to house the
studies showing studded tires three divisions of the depart- finances. And Nixon planned
are less safe than regular tires ment of special education— more meetings with congressunder non-ice, non-snow driving speech and hearing, reading, men, including lunch with 50 to
60 Democrats.
conditions.
In a memorandum submitted
the
Bruce suggested a ban on
Wednesday
to U.S. District
studded tires might be applied
Court Judge Gerhard A. Gesell,
months.
non-winter
during
only
Jaworski indicated that Nixon
The committee also delayed
had decided to turn over some
approval, of a proposed bill for
The movie, "Brian's Song," sensitive tape recordings and
centralir,ed reporting of traffic
will be shown at the Calloway documents that had been withaccidents by computer.
County Public Library today held from Cox.
The main goal would be to (Thursday) at 3:30 p.m. and
Jaworski's disclosure came in
determine accident locations seven p.m., according to the a hearing in the case of Egil
and patterns for future safety librarian. Mrs. Margaret Keogh Jr., indicted on charges
.„
Making Talse itidern'etits
stePs.
Trevathan.
When the committee found
This is a true story and is - deposition connected with the
that three types of aciident re- about lks hours in length. The office burglary of Daniel Ellsport forms still would be used-- public is invited to see this berWs-payetdatrist..Krogh had gone to courtrasitdepending- on who reports—it movie and there is no admission
designated several members to charge. The movie was shown ing for tape recordings made of
work out one standardized on ABC Television on Wed- a July 24, 1971, meeting he had
with Nixon and former adviser
form.
nesday at seven p.m.

Energy Crisis Expected
To Hit Home This Winter
Several electric systems in
the TVA region expect the
energy crisis to hit home th5 winter, according to Bill
Barker, superintendent of the
Murray Electric System.
Many people who use gas, oil,
or coal for home heating can no
longer get the amount they
need. Some families can get
none at all.
As an alternate source of
home heat, many people are
switching to electric space
heaters and causing three
Serious problems.
First, the increased electrical
usage can strain transformers
to the point where they blow out,
throwing one or several homes
into total darkness.
Second, unless people take
several steps to insulate their
homes, the use of electric space

The
version
approved
Wednesday by the Interim
Committee on Highways and
Traffic Safety provides for up
to a year in jail for anyone convicted of driving when his license has been suspended for
five years as an habitual violator.
That version is milder than
the original, which called for
prison terms of up to five
years. Some committee members said juries and judges
might hesitate to impose such
drastic punishment.
Our main purpose is to
(leen The .resel.«ei of drunk, end
reckless drivers who cause a
disproportionate number of accidents and deaths," said Rep.
James Bruce, D-HopkinsvWe,
the committee chairman
The proposed statue would
designate as an habitual offender one who within a five-year

period is convicted among other things three times of manslaughter on the highway, three
times of drunk driving or 15
times separately for moving
traffic violations.
After that a court would hear
the complaint by a county attorney— who would receive notice of the violations from the
State Transportation department—and could revoke the offender's driver license.
Then, if caught and convicted
of driving during the suspension period, the errant motorist
could be jailed.
The proposed bill is not connected with the current point
system under which the state
assesses points for various violations—with a motorist losing
his license after 12 points are
accumulated.
.The reirmittee wrsing/ed-oeer
preftling a bill which would
prohibit the sale and use of
studded tires in Kentucky. No
adliort-wal takin.
Sen. Toni Mobley. D-Louiaville, the sponsor, offered to
drop the proposal and let the
next General Assembly decide

"When the building is complete," Bartholomy said, "it
will enable the department to
triple the amount of speech,
hearing, reading, and language
diagnostic services currently
available to people in this fivestate area."
Bartholomy noted that the
new building will be a timely
addition to the special education
program because of a new
Kentucky law relating to
special education to go into
effect in the fall of 1974.
"Our special - education

program will be moving in and
will have the capacity to increase both our academic
enrollment and diagnostic
capabilities at a time when
Kentucky law requires each
public school system to provide
special education programs,"
'Lie explained.
When Bartholomy first began
working on the project in the
fall of 1969, it was to be a twostory building to house only
speech and hearing. It has since
been expanded to three floors
and will include 43,750 square
feet of finished space for
therapy rooms, special soundtreated facilities for hearing
evaluation and hearing aid
fitting, observation rooms,
classrooms, library, lecture
room, reading room, conference rooms, and clinic and
teacher offices.
Services in the center will be
open to all members of the
community regardless of race,
sex, color or national origin.

Watergate Committee Schedules
More Discussion On Contributions

Measure Would Jail Habitual
Traffic Offenders In State
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP)—A
bW will be introduced in the
1974 legislature to single out
habitual traffic offenders and
subject them to jail terms if
they continue to drive.

To be located on North 16th
Street at the west edge of the
campus, the center will serve a
two-fold purpooe-primarily to
diagnose and to rehabilitate
people with communicative
problems, with a secondary
purpose of training Murray
State students for careers in
working with children and
adults with communicative
problems.

'Brian's Song' To
Be Shown, Library

John D. Ehrlichman. His UVyers also argued for Krogh's
access to White House files
Krogh contends he needs for
his defense
memorandum
Jaworski's
read, in part: "The special
prosecutor or a senior member
of hi% staff ... will have access

To 111-;A the uniWniai- covered
by defendant's motion."
Jaworski indicated that he
would be given tape recordings
made over several months of
conversations between Nixon
and his aides about the socalled White House "plumbers"
unit, which Krogh headed.

Four Charged Following
Drug Raid Here Tuesday
Warrants have been issued were 463 cans of beer, an
for four local men in connection amount of marijuana and some
with a raid Tuesday night, pills, according to Easley. The
according to county attorney pills are being analyzed at this
time.
Sid Easley.
Bob Taylor, Duane Lowry,
The raid was carried out by
John Voelker and Bruce Day County Sheriff Clyde Steele and
have been charged with deputies James Hamilton,
possession of marijuana with Court Willoughby and Gerald
intent to sell and possession of Cohoon, and Kentucky State
alcohol for purpose of sale, Police Charles Stephenson and
Easley said.
Iris Crawford.
Taylor and Lowry are out on
Easley said that the charges
$5,000 bond each, and Voelker of selling alcoholic beverages
has been arrested, but has not are a misdemeanor erid2may he
poisiell
bdrtid' AT
-tine, tried 'before ounty Judge
Easley said. Officials have not Robert 0. Miller. The drug
yet arrested Day.
charges will come before the
The raid was _conducted__ .February .Grand Jury.. Eaaley
Tuesday night at the home of added that a preliminary
the four men at the 121 Apart- hearing can be requested on the
ments south of Murray on High- drug charges by the men at any
way 121. Confiscated in the raid time before February
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Married Recently

7
4-4

QUICK PARTY ARRANGEMENT
Oftentimes "Quickie"
arrangements are more effective
than the very belabored ones.
Put a chafing dish into double
duty. Fill with the bright
orange-red berried pyracantha
Let some of the greenery rest at
the base along with severat
oranges and a lemon.

The difference between
a cuckold and old kook
DEAR ABBY: I write a syndicated newspaper column
titled "Bernstein on Words." Recently I received the following letter.

Abby, all that came to my mind was that juvenile
jingle, "How much wood would a woodchuck chuck if a
woodchuck could chuck wood," with a variation something
like, "Just how old is an olden cluck when an olden cuckold's he?"
However, since this question seems much more up your
alley than mine, how would you answer it?
TED BERNSTEIN:
CONSULTING EDITOR, NEW YORK TIMES
DEAR TED: If the wife had only one affair—even
briefly—her mate was a cuckold briefly. If she had another
one, he's a cuckold for sure. If she's had them off and on
over the years, he's not a cuckold—quite the reverse, lie's
an old kook!

Mother
Goose
Fashions
Bel Air
Shopping
Center

AGIT1R AY LEDGER & TIMES

7or and about

Shrine Club Holds Breakfast Meeting
Members of the MurrayCalloway County Shrine Club
and their families met at the

Starts Thanksgiving

"SCALAWAG"

•-: ATTENTION! ATTENTION!
Due to popular demand

Perkins Pancake House on
Sunday, November 11, at nine
a.m. for their regular monthly
breakfast.
Those attending were Mr. and
Mrs. Milton Jones, Mr. and
Mrs. Bill Moffett, Mr. and Mrs.
Norman Klapp, Mr. and Mrs.
Jackie Jones, Mr. and Mrs.
Wallace Ford and daughters,
Kim and Kelley, Mr. and Mrs.
Don Robinson and sons, Larry,
James C. Williams, John L.
William, David Cooper and
Gene Fairchild of Greenwood,
Ind., guest of his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Klapp.

CINEMA 1 - Ends Sat. - CINEMA 2
:Fitt

'111VIASII

PPsifir)0010/49010£
_.111c_.at

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY 11:30 p.m.

"MAIDS ARE COMING"
X Under 18 Not Admitted
CINEMA 1 - Starts Sun - CINEMA 2

ininna2 \WHO WILL SURVIVE?
IMEMESTAIVIEVIES SWAMP BEM Val AW21
ISEIBILIKISIT
DUSTIN
HOFFKAN
lITTLE BIG MAN
Persams.on' iechr•cokx* 1N1
PLUS
-

=UM MRS
As MU ro
ULM 111111$11'
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Calloway Chapter
Future Teachers
Has Regular Meet
The Calloway County High
School Chapter of the Future
Teachers of America held its
mOnthly meeting on Tuesday,
November 6, in the school gym.
Danny Futrell, president,
presided.

Shoe Store

Bridal Shower Held For Mrs. Gibson
Mrs. Stanley Wilson, Mrs. Onis
Roberts, and Mrs. Virginia
Herndon who presented them to
the honoree.
The honoree opened her many
lovely gits including the
hostesses' gift of a set of poppy
red club alumunum.
The house was decorated in
the colors of orange and green.
Delightful refreshmenti were
served by the hostesses.
Approximately thirty-five
persons, along with the honoree,
her mother, Mrs. E.D. Winchester, and her mother-in-law,
Mrs. Roy Gibson, and the
hostesses, were present or sent
gifts.

Open hot
Lynn Gray
starting
William B.
7:30 p.m.

The Sept
the First
meet with
Franklin H

The
Profession
have its V
the Murr
house at E
Ray Oaki
Vice-Pres
speaker.

flb
Mrs. James Ray Steward
Mr. and Mrs. Sammie Frank Cook, 726 Fairlane Drive, Murray,
announce the marriage of their youngest daughter, Gloria Dale,
to James Ray Steward, son of Mr. and Mrs. Perry Steward of
Sturgis.
The ceremony was read on Wednesday, October 31, in
Shawneetown, Ill. The double ring ceremony was performed by
Rev. Clarence F. Noble of Shawneetown.
The bride wore a candlelight lace street length dress. Her
wedding ring, was the wedding band of her great grandmother,
Mrs. Andrew G. Seawright of Maben, Miss.
The young couple are making their home in 'Marion where
Mr. Steward is assistant football and basketball coach and health
teacher.

The Haz
meet at U
of the De(

Ope
1 p.m
MOT

Bel Air

Almo School PTC
Hears Gerald Myers
The Parent-Teacher Club of
Almo Elementary School held
its regular meeting on Monday,
November 12, at two p.m. at the
school.
Gerald Myers of the Calloway
County Citizens Advocacy
Committee for the promotion of
the new program for education
for Kentucky being proposed
spoke at the meeting. He urged
all pe.sons to write personal
handwritten letters to Kentucky Governor Wendell Ford
at Frankfort urging him to
promote this new legislation
being proposed in the General
Assembly session in 1974.
Also present at the meeting
was Mrs. M.D. McGinnis,
chairman of the committee, and
a member of the Almo FTC.
Myers of the New Concord
School district is vicechairman.
Mrs.
Howard
Bucy,
president, presided. The
devotion was given by Mrs.
Bobby Fike followed by prayer
by Gerald Myers. Mrs. Larry
Woodall read the minutes and
Mrs. Kenneth Starks gave the
financial report.
The club voted to buy
classroom supplies with the
money now on hand in the
treasury. Other money making
projects were discussed.
Three classrooms tied for the
honor of having the most
parents present. They were
Mrs. Enid Sanders' fourth
grade, Mrs. Adele Douglas'
fourth grade, and Mrs. Elaine
Brown's sixth grade.
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GOING TO A PARTY?
We Have:

THE
FLORSHEIM
TROTTER

Court Square Murray

DEAR MARY: Thanks, but it's risky to make an offer
vou -cl never honor.

ar CROY alrOwNStOnit
Al Food Ude,

SOFTEST!

HAPPY

DEAR ABBY: My husband is a chaser. I knew it when
I married him, but nobody's perfect, and besides he has a
lot going for him. For instance, he's a good provider and
he's not stingy with his money. And he's also a wonderful
father to our seven children, he's devout in his religion, and
hasn't missed mass in 13 years, no matter how hung over
he was.
••
,
His last fling was with a girl who used to call here and
try to disguise her voice, but I always knew it was her
She'd say it was a "business call."
Once this girl called and talked to ME. She said she
was in love with my husband and he was in love with her,
and she asked me why I didn't give him up. I told her I'd
give him up, but she'd have to take our seven kids, their
ages are 2, 3, 5, 7, 8. 10, and 12. She hung up. [I think she
must have fainted.) That's the last time she called here.
Just thought this might be helpful to other wives with
my kind of problem.
MARY SUNSHINE

COOKING'
IS‘ FUN

SOFT,
SOFTER

MAKES
WALKING

DEAR MOTHER: You failed to mention an Important
factor. How well off is your mother in law? If she must
work in order to support herself, obviously she can't afford
to sit gratis. In any case, you'd have to pay another sitter,
so why gripe?

Mrs. Darrell Gibson, nee
Melonie Hutchens, secretary, Joyce Winchester, was honored
read the minutes of the last prior to her marriage with a
meeting and Jim Davis gave the miscellaneous shower held at
treasurer's report. The devotion the home of her mother, Mrs.
was given by Mary Beth Hayes. E.D.Winchester.
The hostesses for the evening
Mills, reporter,
Cindy
event were Mesdames Sue
presented the new slogan for
1973-74 which is "F.T.A., A Step McKinney, Betty Cooper, Hilda
In the World of Learning." The Winchester, Nancy Winchester,
slogan will be illustrated Jackie Winchester, and Patty
throughout the year in various Winchester.
Games were played with the
events held by the club.
recipents of the prizes being
Plans were also discussed for
a Christmas party which will be
decided on at a later date.

FLORSHEIM
•

DEAR ABBY: My problem is nothing new. It's my
mother in law. My husband and I are the-proud parents of
a new baby, and I have returned to work part-time. Since
we didn't know a reliable sitter, I asked my mother in law
if she would babysit while I worked half days, and I offered
to pay her. To my surprise, she accepted!
Abby, most grandmothers would be insulted if they
were offered money to stay with their grandchildren. This
is her first grandchild.
My husband and I have been fighting about this ever
since it came up, and he says I am wrong—and if I don't
feel right handing his mother money. I should just stick it
in her purse and not make a big deal out of it.
Abby, do you think I'm wrong? I wonder just how
many grandmothers accept money for taking care of their
grandchildren?
WORKING MOTHER

Navy
Camel
Brown

AFTER-SCHOOL SNACK
Apple Wedges Oatmeal Cookies
Milk
OATMEAL COOKIES
Brown sugar gives good flavor.
1/2 cup plus 2 tablespoons unsifted flour, fork-stir before
measuring to aerate
1/2 teaspoon baking powder
1/4 teaspoon baking soda
1/2 teaspoon salt
6 tablespoons butter
1/4 cup granulated sugar
3/4 cup firmly packed light
brown sugar
1 egg
1/2 teaspoon vanilla
1 1/4 cups quick-cooking oats
1/2 cup chopped walnuts
1/2 cup flaked coconut
On wax paper thoroughly stir
together the flour, baking powder. baking soda and salt. In a
medium mixing bowl cream
butter and sugars, thoroughly
beat in e.gged yajp)1Jeoltie.
the hour mixture. Stir in oats,
walnuts and waconut. Drop by
level tablespoonfuls, a few inchapart. onto lightly greased
-rookie TheetS F1310 Fri a 'preheated 375-degree oven 10 to 12
minutes Remove at once with
a wide spatula to wire racks to
coo Makes 36.

Lambda
will coiled!
five to s(
Crippled
Paducah.

MSU Cot
Children w
shopping cl
day and ev

-Dear Mr Bernstein:
While celebrating my 45th wedding anniversary, I
recalled that 40 years ago' my wile had an affair with another man. My question: Was I. or am I a cuckold?"

MRS. ESTELLE FZELL, center, owner of Ezell Beauty School, 306 North
4th Street, Murray,
accepts the keys to this new Chevrolet Impala from Mrs. Corinne Stevens of Memphis, Tenn.,
owner
of Kar-Hill Ind., which she won at the Kar-Hill Mid-South Show recently. On Mrs. Ezell's right
is
William Tubbs, Kar-Hill salesman for this area who said be was pleased that Mrs. Ezell whom he has
called on since be started as a salesman twenty4our years ago was the winner. Tubbs said she
has
"always been the same friendly pleasant person each two weeks when I am in her school.'"'

Tbursd
A showin
Bicenteni
presentatic
nursing b
MSU, at 7:
invited.

Long Dresses
Long Skirts
Jump Suits
HOLIDAY

MIX 'N
MATCH Groups
Tops & Pants
Use Our Lay-Away for Christmas
Come see our newest line of clothes.
Jo Hardirt...,

Ciothes-aoset
Southside Shopping Center

ROBERT BLAKE BILLY (GPEENO BUSH

Ends TONITE
THEATRE

"Romeo & Juliet" (PG)

Starts TOMORROW!

...Betrayed
by the
Hunted
woman
by Interpol he loves)

PAUL NEWMAN
THE MACKINTOSH MAN
From Worn*, Woe0A Warner CommunIcanona Company

Late Show Fri. & Sat. 11:40 p.m. -

"THE LAST SHOT" [ii 18 or Over Only
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Thursday, November 15
A showing of the Kentucky '74
Bicentennial Audio-Slide
presentation will be at the
nursing building auditorium,
MSU, at 7:30 p.m. The public is
invited.
Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity
will collect door to door from
five to seven p.m. for the
Crippled Children's Telethon,
Paducah.

NOW!GE LOWERS PRICES TO US
SO WE CAN LOWER PRICES TO YOU!

seven p.m. with Mrs. Dee lines
as guest speaker.

General Electric

Temple Hill Chapter No. 511
Order of the Eastern Star will
meet at the Masonic Hall at
seven p.m.
Carter School PTA will
sponsor open house from 6:30 to
7:30 p.m. at the school. All
parents are urged to visit the
classrooms.

Factory Sale Days!

The Wranglers Riding Club
MSU Council for Exceptional will have a business meeting at
Children will sell candles in the the Calloway County Court
shopping centers throughout the 'House at seven p.m. •
day and evening.
The Poplar Spring Baptist
Church and Elm Grove Baptist
Open house will be held at the Church Women will have a book
Lynn Grove Elementary School studs on "Passport to The
starting at six p.m. Supt. People" at the Elm Grovt
William B. Miller will speak at Church' at 6:30 p.m. Mrs.
7:30 p.m.
Frances Dailey will teach the
The Baptist Young Women of. book.
the First Baptist Church will
Senior recital of Bonita
meet with Mrs. Lonnie Burgett,
Lawhorn, piano, will be at 8:15
Franklin Hall, at 7:30 p.m.
p.m. in the Farrell Recital Hall,
and Fine Arts Center, Murray State
Business
The
Professional Women's Club will University.
have its 46th birthday party at
Readers' Theatre will present
the Murray Woman's Club
house at 6:30 p.m. with Mary "Flowers for Algernon" at eight
Ray Oaken, Kentucky First p.m. in the University School
Vice-President, as guest Auditorium. The admission is
one dollar.
speaker.

140
FROST
NOE'

SROSI
v4ERV
•
Model NANA 8420N

Open Sunday

Friday, November 16
The Magazine Club will meet
at the home of Mrs. A.C.
LaFollette at two p.m.

5 p.m.
Reader's Theatre will present
MOTHER GOOSE
its second production of
"Flowers for Algernon" at the
FASHION
School Auditorium
'
Bel Air Shoppingcenret University
at eight p.m.
to

nte

GOODIE PLACE
Aurora, Ky.

"Hummel" Annual Plates
(by W. Goebel)

Limited Edition Porcelai
Plates in Bas Relief
1971-Edition Complete
1472430.00
1973-$32.50

Shopping day for Senior
Citizens with bus to make
morning and afternoon trips to
downtown Murray. Call 753-0929
for transportation.
Saturday, November 17
Delta Gamma Chapter of Phi
Beta Lambda will be collecting
canned goods for needy families
from homes in the community
to distribute for Thanksgiving
from six to ten p.m. Persons
having donations call Donna
Ramsey 7674188.

BICYCLES
We Sell The Famous

Raleigh Oran Prix
Use Our Christmas Lay-Away Plan
We store bicycles bought here until Christmas Eve.
"MURRAY'S ONLY COMPLETE BIKE STORE"
Hours: 9:30-6:00 Mon.—Sat.

Spoke & Pedal Bicycles
511 So. 12th

Phone 753-0388

ReDuc6°

Combinations! Permanent Press with Auto
mattc Cooldown,

Now Only

23888

Model TBF 210P
GE 20.8 cu. ft. NO-FROST REFRIGERATORFREEZER with largest TOP-FREEZER MADE:

GE HEAVY-DUTY AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC
DRYER with 5 CYCLES, including Permanent

6 96 cu ft., Only 301
/
2"wide,fits most kitchens!
NO DEFROSTING EVER in either section, Jet Freeze Ice Compartment, 4 full width cabinet
shelves: 3 adjust every inch! Add Automatic
lcemaker now or later (option .era cost)

Press with Extra Care Selection , 3 Tempera
lures, End of Cycle Signal can be turned off!

Now Only 1

Mr. and Mrs. Michael Allen Bucy
Miss Paula Jones,daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Cantrell Jones of
Murray, became the bride of
Michael Allen Bucy, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Thomas Bucy, also of
Murray, on Friday, October 26.
The ceremony, read at seven
o'clock in the evening, was
performed by Rev. Coy Garrett
at the Dexter-Hardin United
Methodist Church.
The wedding vows were
exchanged before the altar
decorated by a fifteen branch
brass arch candelabrum
flanked by either side by an
arrangement of white gladioli
and blue and white porn mums
in brass stands.
A program of nuptial music
was presented by Gary McClure, pianist, and Kent Bucy,
brother of the groom, soloist.
Selections by the pianist were
"Love's Old Sweet Sang," "I
Take Thee," "I Love Thee,"
"Oh Promise Me," and the
Bridal Chorus and the Wedding
March. the soloist sang
"Whither Thou Goest" and
"Can't Help Falling In Love."
Bride's Dress
The bride was beautiful in her
wedding gown of white nylon
organza. Dainty calton lace
daisies trimmed the stand up
neckline, panel front, and sheer
lantern sleeves. The flowing full
skirt fell from an empire bodice
to form a graceful train in the
back. Her bridal veil of white
nylon illusion was attached to
an open crown with lace
blossoms and seed pearls.
She carried a Colonial
bouquet of white marguerite
daisies and blue baby's breath
with blue satin streamers tied in
love knots. She also wore a
diamond necklace, a gift from
her parents.
Miss Melia Lancaster was the
maid of honor. She .wore a.
formal gown of blue knit
featuring a scoop neckline and
long sleeves. She carried a long
stem white mum tipped in blue

GIFT BUYING SEASON
At • .

Christian Book Center

featuring a blue shirt with black
trimmed ruffles down the frcnt
and at the cuffs, and dark
trousers. The groomsmen and
ushers were attired in black
tuxedoes with white shirts and
Little Miss Angela McClard, black trim.
cousin of the groom, was the
Miss Marsha Hendon kept the
flower girl and was dressed in a
formal gown of blue knit and guest register. She also wore a
carried a white basket of mum floor length gown in the color of
petals which she dropped in the blue.
path of the bride.
The bride's mother, Mrs.
wore a floor length gown
Jones,
Sandy Forrest served as best
of agua double knit. Mrs. Bucy,
man for the groom, and Terry
mother of the groom, was atYarbrough was the groomtired in a floor length gown of
sman. Larry Jones, brother of
pink double knit. Their corthe bride, and Owen Garrison
sages were of carnations.
served as ushers. Greg Rogers,
cousin of the bride, served as
Mrs. Flois Hale, grandmother
ring bearer.
of the bride, was attired in a
The groom was attired in a street length dress of pink
formal blue brocade tuxedo double knit and had a corsage of
carnations.
The wedding was directed by
Mrs. Connie Jones and Mrs.
Juanita Lynn.
Reception
Following the ceremony a
reception was held in the
fellowship hall of the church.
The bride's table was covered
The members of the two
with a white linen embroidered
classes of Home Economics
at Murray High School, com- cloth. At one end was the three
posed of senior girls, have been tiered wedding cake and at the
studying a special unit on other end was the crystal punch
bowl. Nuts and mints were also
"Special Occasion Meals."
One of the goals was to plan a served.
Assisting in the serving were
Mothers' Tea which was held on
Tuesday, October 30, in the Mrs. Andy Rogers, Mrs. Floyd
McClure,and Mrs. Jerry Camp.
home economics room.
The couple left later for a
The table was overlaid with a
light green linen cloth and wedding trip and are now
centered with a lovely residing in Murray.
arrangement of frosted arRehearsal Dinner
tificial fruit and long yellow
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Bucy,
tapers. The color scheme of
parents of the groom, were
yellow and green was used in
the rehearsal dinner
the canapes, cookies, and lime hosts for
the
riome of Mrs. Jerry
held
at
sherbert punch, prepared and
Camp on North 17th Street,
served by the class members.
Murray.
The dinner was served buffet
Kritta Kennedy presided at
the punch bowl for the first style.
class and Jane Rose for the
second class. Mrs G.T. Lilly is
the class teacher.

Mothers' Tea Held
By Murray High
Home Ec Classes

The

Mothers attending were
Mesdames Charles McCuiston,
Will D. Thornton, Keith Kennedy, Rupert Tynes, Eurie
Garland, Chuck Simons, Robert
Etherton, Bobby Boyd, Allen
Rose, Gene Landolt, Fred
Schultz, James Garrison,
Robert Hendon, and James
Parker.

-Somethfrif feriverif Member of the-Family

GOODIE PLACE
Aurora, Ky.

•Wicker Furniture
Victorian Pizzaz in
Shelves
Racks
Chairs
Planters
Headboards Tables

Ding-Ding-Dong
Ring the Bell
All Is Well

5

Get your Gift Subscriptions
from the Ledger & Times

A

Ito uois PcocE's
Model GSC.,436
GE CONVERTtBLE "POTSCRUBBER" DISHWASHER with powerful, 3 level Wash Action

Model 1356R
GE RANGE WITH P-711 SELF-CLEANING
OVEN SYSTEM — oven cleans itself electrically, inner oven door, window, even surface unit reflector pans! Oven cooks automatically, too, with Automatic Timer, Clock,
Minute Timer! Easy clean 1 -piece cooktop!
Fast-heating in
broiler!

—Pushbutton Selectors for everyday loads.
or Power Scrub" cycle for pots pans, casseroles! Soft Food Disposer! Sound Insulated
to help reduce operating noise Use as a
portable now, convert to built-in any time'

Now Only 21888

Only 318"

GENERAL. ELECTRIC

100% SOLID STATE

MODEL MB 9154 ItiP

100% SOLID STATE MODULAR
•Automatic Fine Tuning
•Automatic Tint
•One-Toucti Tuning

Reduced!

57888

Only

14888

SERVICE
the same day
you call!

24 Months to Pay * 90 Days Cash

MURRAY
APPLIANCE CO

•

--v—filienilaill67.4--

Hours: 9-6 Mon.-Thurs., 9-9 FrL, 9-5 Sat.

"A -Store Full of S'iritualBle j"

Now Only 36888

Easy Finance * Low Finance Charge

"Give Gifts In The Spirit of Christ"
•Christmas Cards Imprinted with Name
•Christmas Programs and Plays
— GET THEM EARLY —
Gift
Gift
Lay-Away
Wrapping
•
Certificates
Plan

7888

with blue satin streamers.
The bridesmaid was Miss
Debbie Dodd whose gown and
flowers were identical to those
of the maid of honor.

808 Chestnut Murray, Ky. Phone 753-0425

Company

Mode DOE 72UON

BIG-CAPACITY GE 5-CYCLE WASHER WITH
SMALL-LOAD MINI-BASKET-4 WASH/SPIN
SPEED SELECTIONS! 5 Water Temperature

The Hazel Woman's Club will
Xi Alpha Chapter of Beta
meet at the Community Room Sigma Phi will meet at the Ellis
of the Dees Bank of Hazel at Center at 7:30 p.m.

(PG)
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A Gift Card will be sent.
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Editorials . .

THAILAND SHOCK WAVE

New regime holds promise

Try Murray
FIRST!

A world preoccupied with a new
war in the Middle East had little
attention to spare for a dramatic
upheaval in a Southeast Asian
country noted for its stability. Yet
the recent events in Thailand are
sending shock waves throughout
the Far East.
The student uprising which
ousted Thailand's military government surprised almost everybody, including the students — not
so much because it occurred but
because it succeeded. A day of
bloody rioting in the streets of
Bangkok brought down the prime
minister, Field Marshal Thanom
Kittikachorn, and introduced a
new government dominated by
civilians.
Any move toward democracy,
however tentative, is welcome,
especially in a part of the world
where democracy is rare. At the
same time, the overthrow of a
stable government, whatever its
shortcomings, should cause some
apprehension in other Asian countries living under the shadow of
Communist China. Peking is sure
to exploit any weakness that
may develop in Thailand, espe-

The "Try Murray First" campaign being spon-Aired by the Bank of Murray deserves consideration
from Murray and Calloway County residents as
they begin the annual treks to various places in
hopes of finding just the right gifts for those hard to
please people on their shopping list.
Murray has wide variety of business houses which
offer the same selections of items that can be found
in larger cities. The purchase of the item at the local
store will keep the dollars earned by local people in
the local economy, which will be a benefit to the total
community.
Shopping in Murray will not only benefit our local
merchants, but will help create more jobs, improve
!he local standard of living and make possible a
'wider selection of merchandise.
Another .plus to shopping at home will be the
savings in gasoline, which is in short supply and
will most likely be rationed in the months ahead. The
extra savings gained by shopping at home might
possibly make the Christmas dollar go further at a
time when most family budgets are stretched to the
limit on everyday living costs.
We wholeheartedly support the "Try Murray
First" campaign and urge the local citzenry to shop
tt home before traveling to other cities.

Murray State's
New Number 1
Dr. Constantine (Deno) Curris, the new president
of Murray State University has been at his job for
some time now; but his inauguration. Monday. officially marked the beginningi_of his tenure.
The inauguration was handled in the finest
tradition and Dr. Elvis Stahr will long be remembered for his brilliant rhetoric in the inauguration
speech.
Dr. Curris not only brings the enthusiasm of youth
to his job (he is only 32), but also a wealth of experience which would do credit to a man many
years his senior.
Indeed the Murray appointment is the most outstanding achievement of the Williamstown native
whose Greek father and Canadian mother moved to
Grant County from Lexington shortly after his birth.
His academic and professional careers have been
marked by consistent achievement ever since he left
Grant County High for the University of Kentucky.
In addition to being young, Dr. Curris is also a
bachelor; and if that does not exactly square with
Murray traditions, it is likely that he will be setting
some traditions of his own.
From all reports, Murray State's new president
has already made a hit with students, faculty,
alumni and townspeople alike. This bodes well for
his future, for as the troubles suffered by other
colleges and universities several years ago, the
personal relationship between the head on an institution and those he serves is of the greatest importance.
We congratulate Dr. Curris on his fine beginning
. and wish him,and Murray State University, the best
of success.

Ten Years Ago Today
Over 868 women took the Pap test for cancer at
the clinic held at the Calloway County Health Center
in cooperation with the Delta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club.
Clyde Johnson was elected president of the
Calloway County Fair Board.
A move has been- made to enter the blood bank
;program of the American Red Cross, according to
.Bernard C Harvey, administrator of the Murray
Hospital.
• Deaths reported are Solon Griffin, age 84,
yesterday. and F.E. (Fent) McDougal, age 77,
today.
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The success of the Thai students
evokes memories of the fate of
Syngman Rhee in South Korea. In
the Philippines, Malaysia, Indonesia and even on Taiwan, antigovernment factions can hardly
miss the significance of what rioting students accomplished in
fangkok.
There has been no sign of any
change in the official Thai attitude toward the United States. It
seems unlikely that the new leadership would jeopardize a friendship that has been profitable and
protective.
We can hope that this is the
case. Our alliance with Thailand
is still of vital importance in frustrating Communist ambitions in
Southeast Asia. While welcoming
the change in government for its
promise of economic reforms and
more democratic privileges for
the Thai people, we should nevertheless be alert for the possibility
that Peking may try to finish what
the students started.

An AP News Analysts

ROUND TWO
NEW APPROACH VITAL

Media hurts self, nation
If the President of the United
States of America and the White
House press corps had it to do all
over again they might approach
the recent press conference which
covered Watergate-related and
Middle East affairs much differently. Facts aside, certainly the
chemistry of the conference,
which revealed a truculent attitude on both sides, did not add to
the value of the meeting.
Mr. Nixon's assertion that in 27
years of public life he had never
seen such "outrageous, vicious
and distorted ... frantic, hysterical reporting" is a tremendously
broad statement even if it _does
contain the elements of a reasonable indictment. On the other
hand, media questions that cast
doubt on the President's mental
and emotional ability to withstand

the stresses that he is under bordered on effrontery to the high office.
All presidents since George
Washington have endured the
trial by press that is now confronting Mr. Nixon — some to a
lesser degree and some to a great-

er one. Even Franklin D. Roosevelt, who initially was called a
"newspaperman's president," reflected great bitterness toward
the media as his incumbency
wore on.
All too frequently through the
history of the free press in America, the media-executive confrontations have, like a Bowie knife,
cut both ways. If presidents in
other eras have not escaped without scars, then neither have the
media.
A good case can be made that
tbe same twin effects are visible
today. The effect of the press upon

the administration of Mr. Nixon is
so plain that it does not need re-

counting. Far less attention is
given, however, to the effect of its
inaccurate or intemperate coverage on the press itself. The effect,
it seems plain, is not inconsiderable.
If we but reflect for a moment,
we will remember that in recent
years newsmen have spent time
in jail for their activities. Last
year the Supreme Court of the
United States ruled that reporters
are subject to the judicial subpoena; that they do not have an
automatic privilege not to testify
in court.
Suits in Florida seek to establish "equal time" provisions for
newspapers as well as for electronic media. A Louisiana court
has inhibited newsmen from reporting open court proceedings
while they are in progress. A
"shield law" that would protect
newsmen from revealing their
sources is withering in Congress
as it is in state legislatures — a
clear inference that such Proposals have no popularity. Presidential speechwriter Patrick
Buchanan's suggestion that television is a news monopoly that
should be broken up is far from a
cry in the wilderness. It is evident
that the media are undergoing a
scrutiny today that they have not
had for years, and that the public
reaction is not altogether favorable.
. That the media are quite able to
continue to harass a beleaguered
President far beyond the scope of
responsible reporting is indisputable. The sleeping giants that
the press may arouse in doing so,
however, may not be entirely to
their liking, nor to the benefit of a
free nation that cannot retain its
open society without an unfettered press.

Threat To Sell Gold May
Shake European Confidence
— The
BRUSSELS
threat of the United States and
six European countries to sell
gold on the free market may
shake the age-old confidence
the little European has in a
gold nest egg in his mattress.
Americans are forbidden by
law to trade in gold or own it.
But traditionally the French
peasant or the German working
man squirrels away gold coins
as a hedge against inflation and
the vagaries of government financial policies.
In periods of war or other
trouble one could always buy
Fomething with gold, and there
was a time when millions of
marks would not buy a newspaper or a loaf of bread. Now
even the price of gold can be
lowered by a government that
decides to dump some of its
bullion onto the market.
In announcing Tuesday that
the United States, Belgium,
Britain, West Germany, Italy,
the Netherlands and Switzerland were ending their two-tier
system for marketing gold,
Chairman Arthur F. Burns of
the U.S. Federal Reserve System said that "whether, when,
in what amounts, and in what
ways" the U.S. government
might sell some of its gold
were questions to be decided
later.
European experts predict
there will be no massive sales,
but the threat was a potent one.
Wednesday the price of gold ingots dropped $7.50 an ounce in
London, to $90. That was nearly
three times the price several
years ago, but it was a worrying drop for owners of gold just
the same.
Some experts view the seven
nations' action as at least a
"temporary demonetization" of
gold. The official price of $44.20
at which no transactions have
been taking place, now has
even less meaning than before.
The U.S. government has
said that it wants to take gold

20 Years Ago Today
Members of the Murray Training School Chapter
of the Future Farmers of America had an average
yield of 63.56 bushels per acre, according to the
'-N..-averages of the eight boys officially checked, said
'.z.!-Charles Dodd, chapter reporter.
" Ed Hensley, age 66, died at his home on Murray
Route Five this morning.
Ralph Ray was the winner of the television set
given Saturday by the Belk-Settle Company. Over
13,000 persons registered at the store for the big
prize.
Miss Marjorie Murphy, area nutrition consultant.
teaching weight control classes at the Calloway
County Health Center.

cially now that the United States
of America is lowering its profile
in Southeast Asia.

An AP News Analysts

Congressional Concern Over Three
Years Without President increasing
WASHINGTON (AP) — For
all the controversy over the future of Richard M. Nixon's
presidency, there is evidence of
increasing congressional concern at one simple fact: Without him the nation would face
three uncertain years with no
elected leader in the White
House.
The issue is raised directly
by Nixon's defenders, and obliquely by some of his critics in
proposals for a special election
should the presidency be vacated.
Nixon says it will not be
07ri.n&
,
P.9t.teSiST.1•
and declaring that
will face
and fight impeachment if it
comes to that.
There la uncertainty now,
caused by the Watergate scandals. Nixon's credibility is admittedly battered. His rating in

the public opinion polls has
plunged.
But that does not undo the
fact that he was elected, like
all his predecessors, to a fouryear term.
"That which the American
voter has done, let no man
undo except through due process," said Republican Sen.
George D. Aiken of Vermont.
He said the duty of Congress is
to impeach Nixon if he deserves it, and to leave him
alone if he doesn't.
Even as Aiken accused the
White House of "relentless incompetence" in dealing with
_WAlprantai-he warned of the
risk to the system itself should
Nixon resign.
"Those who call for the President's resignation --on the
ground that he has lost their
confidence risk poisoning the
wells of politics for years to
;s1

come," the Senate's senior Republican said.
Sen. Henry L. Bellmon, ROkla., said if the President
were to be forced from office
by public opinion, "I believe
the question would quickly
arise as to whether or not his
successor could govern effectively over the next three
years."
The successor, presumably,
would be Rep. Gerald R. Ford
of Michigan, Nixon's nominee
for the vice presidency vacated
by the resignation of Spiro T.
Agnew.
Ford awaits confirmation by
Congress. Duttlli co/YIPS:W:111ml
Speaker Carl Albert of Oklahoma, a Democrat, is next in
line for the presidency.
"fn-either ease, the sticcession of Mr. Ford or Mr. Albert,
the country would have a president not elected by the people,"

out of the monetary system because there isn't enough ot it to
back the world's currencies.
Though many governments,
and France's especially, do not
agree on abandoning gold,
there is a general feeling that
its importance has to be reduced. The new measuring rod
for world currencies will be
Special Drawing Rights, the
"paper gold" whose quantity
and value are set by international agreement.
In the long run, the official
threat to sell gold will reduce
its use in the monetary system

and make it more like any other commodity that is bought
and sold for its value in the
economy.
In the short run, there may
be greater use of gold by the
nations' central banks in settling debts between countries.
With the official price at
$44.20 an ounce and the free
market price over $100, no central bank has wanted to part
with its gold. Now it seems pos7ible that some settlements will
take place either at the market
price or at prices negotiated
between the central banks.

Senator
Dee Huddleston
REPORTS TO THE PEOPLE OF KENTUCKY

A TIME OF CRISIS/
During the current crisis of Watergate, the firing
of Special Prosecutor Archibald Cox, the tapes controversy,
and the resignation and conviction of a Vice-President,
many people have expressed pessimism about the future
of our country. Some have said we are in the midst
of a constitutional crisis from which we may not recover.
While I agree that we have a crisis of national leadership, I do not agree that our country is in great peril.
We have weathered many hard times and even worse
crises in the past - and the nation has always risen to the
occasion to solve and overcome its problems and hardships.
Anyone who has lived through the past 10 years in
America has to be impressed with the stability and
resilience of this country and its government. Just look
back at the crises we have faced and overcome:
The assassination of President Kennedy, Robert Kennedy and Martin Luther King; the attempted assassination
of George Wallace; the controversial Vietnam War; the
Cambodian incursion and the resultant crisis; the urban
riots of the late 1960's; the campus riots of recent years;
and now we are faced with a critical energy crisis
and
the question of national leadership.
But I have every confidence that we can and will
meet
and solve these problems and overcome them just as
have in the past. As I have said on many occasions, we
the
American people are much more sophisticated and mature
than some prophets of doom would have us believe.
Our
people can face hard facts and make necessary
sacrifices
and changes for the good of the nation. So no
matter what
course events may take I remain confident of the
eventual
outcome.
I think it is much more important to work on
solutions
to problems rather than merely decry their
existence. Anyone can point out faults and shortcomings
within the
country. But it takes men and women of
courage and
vision to buckle down and really go to work
on the solutions to problems.
It is my firm belief and conviction that most
fit in the latter category, and that is why I have Americans
in the future of our country despite our current confidence
difficulties.

said Sen. William D. Hathaway,
D-Maine, in introducing legiAtation for a special election
should both the presidency and
the vice presidency be vacated:
Behold, thous art made
whole: sin no more, lest a
The dispute over Nixon and worse thing come unto
thee.—John 5:14.
Watergate involves personGod's mercy toward us in a time of
dire need is no
alities, parties, and the acts of license for
careless living, nor a quarantine
individuals.
against
The deeper dilonma goes to subsequent disaster.
the basis of American government: Elections that can be undone only by impeachment and
conviction.

Bible Thought For Today

Isn't It The Truth!
by Carl Riblet. Jr.

And again, Aiken of liarThere are, loosely speaking, three kinds of
mont:
,
husband: those who tell their wives everything,
"Within less than 10 years lie
:NXIAse.)010-1411,0ithing. al3di[
1 19*e Aluxtelltheir.v.,ivft.---,-;
Iiiive seed Me pieSiderfeY IR:—
strayed by an assassins
' bullet, only what they fear somebody else will before they,,
another by a bitter and divisive do.
war. To destroy the third in a
"A- husband is simply_p
row. through the polities of
•
with
two-day growth of
righteous indignation cannot
beard."
possibly restore confidence ei—Author Unidentified
ther at home or abroad."
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Besides the best buys ever from
Frigidaire , Ward-Elkins is offering
again this year a FREE TURKEY
with the purchase of a major

er-

ity
tat

• (Only 2 Feet Wide)

•Permanent Press
care (both washer
and dryer)
•Automatic Dry cycle
•2-Speed Washer

ere may
d by the
s in setantries.
price at
the free
I, no cento part
ems poslents will
?. market
Totiated
nks.

Frigidaire

appliance!...

•Washes and dries
family size loads

any oths bought
e in the

3 Door by

Model FPC13-203V3U

• Separate Ice Cube Section
• Adjustable Shelves
• Standard Ice Service Or Add On Ice Maker

MESS
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firing
wersy,
lident,
future
midst
cover,
'eader.
peril.
worse
to the
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ars in
' and
look
Ken;at ion
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urban
fears;
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• Cleans oven automatically
• Cook master automatic oven
control
• Both surface unit and oven light
• Full width storage drawer

Frigidaires'
Washer with jet circle
spray system
Model WCDAT

meet
is we
; the
at u re
Our
ifices
what
ntual

• Perma Press Cycle
• Giant 16 lbs. capacity • Cycle end signal
• 2 speed wash • Flowing gentle heat
• Permanent Press care

$37900

• Dirtiest dishes come shower clean
• Little or no pre-rinsing
• Converts to built-in • Roll-out racks
• 4 cycle veisatility

oinmimroSumm
Customer --you get me
Free
with the purchase of
s200°° or more ---

tions
AnyI the
and
soluicans
lence

Factory

lay
lest a
I is no
:ainst

Model F.00-130111

Trained
Servicemen!

• Full width storage drawer
• Easy view surface unit controls
• Signal-dial oven temperature control
• Oven signal light

Murray, Ky.
ds of
thing,
wzv
they

Paris, Tenn.

Builders and Contractors — Ward-Elkins gives
you buys even lower than these Thanksgiving
Prices with our special package deals!!

• Reversa-doors right or left hinge
• Only 30" wide
• 15.0 Cu. ft
• Frig-Foam insulation

$279"
753-1713
753-1705
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SAGE SIX

Sedalia Youth Participates
In NATO Exercises

Frances Drake

1411.PlireSt

Special

FOR FRIDAY, NOVEMBER IS, 1973
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) griA)
A day in which to emphasize
your distinctiveness and
finesse; for doing things in an
unusual way. Fine influences
stimulate your outgoing personality.
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21)
Avoid present tendencies
toward brusqueness, even
sarcasm, in conversation with
others. Personal relationships
under some affliction: Do NOT
make things worse.
GEMINI
( May 22 to June 21)
A generally good day, but be
alert and don't fall for
propositions offered by those
who have proved unreliable in
the past.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23)
Do not be discouraged if a pet
project hasn't quite worked out
— especially if you KNOW it
was worth the effort. Give it
another chance.
LEO
'July 24 to Aug. 23)
A day in which you MUST
curb your innate aggressiveness. Problems with those in
authority could ensue if you
insist on your own way.

FRI.,SAT., & SUN.

6.994

J2

VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
Especially favored now:
students, teachers, artists,
technicians. Make the most of
your skills — even if results of
your efforts are - not immediately forthcoming.

A Bounty
of Food
pieces hot chicken
1 pint potatoes
1 pint gravy
1 pint cole slaw
15 hot rolls
Edwards lemon meringue pie
6 pack of R C Colas
12

2,

-

LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct 23)
Hold out for the best, and give
the same — as the Libran
usually does. Discuss "cloudy"
situations with experts in the
line.

A..,

SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
Some discussion of travel
plans indicated. You may want
to take the initiative, but curb
your strong drive for the
moment and, at least, listen to
others.
SAGITTARIUS
( Nov 23 to Dec. 21)

nv

COLONEL SANDERS RECIPE

Kilatliebl Fried &km.
1113 Sycamore Street-Phone 753-7101

eie#

0
0.3§1400440.
.
040,
4
.1

Reservations Still Available For Betwixt The Rivers Weekend

Your Individual Horoscope

U.S. FORCES, GERMANY— elements of NATO forces of the
Army Private Tommy E. MilLs, U.S., Germany and Canada.
18, son of Mrs. Jackie C.
The exercise, conducted by
Crowder, Sedalia, participated the Joint Chiefs of Staff and
with other American and allied NATO, focused
on
the
troops in Exercise eforger V procedures and techniques for
in Germany, Oct. 10-16.
receiving, equipping, assemThe military airlift command bling and employing units after
flew approximately 11,000 U.S.- they arrive, rather than on
based soldiers and more than rapid deployment of troops
1,000 tons of equipment to three from the U.S.
Pvt. Mills is regularly
different airfields in Germany
assigned as a cannoneer in
in preparation for the event.
Battery A, 2nd Battalion, 39th
Inunediately after arriving
Field Artillery of the 3rd Inoverseas, the redeployed units fantry
Division in Schweinfurt,
drew combat gear and vehicles
Germany.
storage
prepositioned
from
sites In Germany and moved to
The first rity in the United
the exercise area to begin the States to turn to the ocean for
seven-day field maneuver.
its regular supply of fresh waPitted against the airlifted ter is Key West, Fla., which deforces were Europe-based salts the sea water.

You'll have an opportunity to
express your ideas now, so
make the most of it. Later in the
week you could face opposition.
CAPRICORN
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) V
Indications that some highly
interesting news from a
professional friend could affect
your own policies in the future
especially in the handling of
finances.
AQUARIUS
'Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Even if you have recently
made some domestic adjustment, news you receive now
may cause you to think about
further changes.

Reservations
are
still
available for the "Betwixt the
Rivers" Historical Weekend to
be held November 16-18 at Land
Between The Lakes, TVA's
outdoor recreation and environmental education center in
(Ars: Kentucky and Tennessee.
Sponsored by the University of
Tennessee Martin Branch and
TVA, under the auspices of the
Jackson Purchase Historical
Society, the weekend will be
headquartered at Paris Landing State Park near the
southern entrance to Land
Between The Lakes in Tennessee.
The 170,000-acre area between Kentucky Lake and Lake
Barkley has been rich in
colorful history since explorers
first meandered down the
Cumberland and Tennessee
Rivers in the seventeenth

PISCES
( Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Neptune highly propitious.
You can now draw attention to November
8, 1973
your efforts in a very subtle way
ADULTS 108
-- and profit thereby.
NURSERY 8

XC):

YOU BORN TODAY are a
truly dynamic individual. You
can whiz through a day, a
month, a lifetime with
tremendous accomplishments
in more than one field. Law and
statesmanship are fine outlets
for your talents — if you are
willing to temper some of your
brilliance of wit, which
sometimes borders on the
caustic, with kindliness. You
could also shine in the fields of
music or literature but, if not
inclined to any of the foregoing,
eoukl make an outstanding
success of a business career.
Traits to curb: arrogance and
sarcasm.
Birthdate
of:
Alaleona Domenico, Ital.
composer.

speakers and leaders will include Dr. Hunter Hancock,
Murray State University, who
will conduct a field trip centering around the iron industry;
Dr. Milton Henry, Austin Peay
State University, who will lead
a session entitled "Between the
Rivers Highlights," Glenn
Wilcox,
Murray
State
University, who will conduct 8
program on "Nineteenth
Century Music in the South;"
and Landon Unger, University
of Tennessee, who will lead a

NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Mrs. Janice Vanessa Smith
and Baby Girl, Route 1, Farmington.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Jane Eldridge, Route 4,
Murray, Miss Linda Sue Hieb,
Box 4258, Hart Hall, Murray,
Mrs. Dorothy Ree Turner,
Glendale Rd., Cadiz, James
Verley Gamble, Gen. Del.,
Benton, Mrs. Louise Duncan,
608 Ellis, Murray, Mrs. Phyllis
V. Lusk, Hamlin, Miss Linda
Sue Filbeck, Route 1, Dexter.
Harry Benard Morton, Route 1,
Box 363, Benton, Master Tracy
Lynn Reeder, Route 1, Dexter,
Mrs. Marie Rebecca McKenzie,
Route 1, Murray.

symposium on "Regional
History Out of the Classroom'
The program will both acquaint
participants with the history of
the region and provide for an
exchange of ideas and information.
An interest in history is the
only prerequisite for exploring
the past at this special weekend.
For additional program and
registration information, write
Historical Weekend, TVA, Land
Between The Lakes, Golden
Pond, Kentucky 42231.

NOW! The Best
Money Service

OTUC/0.
FINANCE
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day by the
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the energy
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Kentucky Finance, with home offices in Lexington and
over 50 offices throughout Kentucky, has a new office. It's
right here, where you want it. Now the best loan service in
Kentucky is ready to serve you, just as they've served
Kentuckians for over 29 years.
Remember...at Kentucky Finance we are anxious to
approve your loan. Small loans up to $1200...and the big
loan, up'to ;7500. To meet today's greater needs. You can
count on us Thank you.
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KENTUCKY FINANCE
506 Main Street
Murray, Kentucky
753-2621
(In the former Murray Loan location)
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Let's Open The Christmas
Our

Shopping Season With A Bang!
We are working on our Special Christmas
Shopping edition to be published Thursday,
November 29, just prior to the Christmas
Shopping Season.
Mr. Merchant, make your plans to advertise
in
this section. Our advertising salesmen
will be
glad to assist you in preparing your
ad. Just
give us a call at 753-1919 and we'll be there
in a
jiffy. AD DEADLINE COPY
MONDAY,
NOVEMBER 26, 1973.

Nov. 29
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Where You Want
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Senator I
Commerce
during the
he opposed
on Kentuck

In Kentucky Is Here.

LOSE UGLY FAT

•

century. Land between The
Lakes will provide the setting
for daytime field trips during
which an array of topics, including Civil War fortifications
and pioneer architecture, will
be discussed by professional
and lay historians.
Special interest programs ans
symposia led by
noted
historians are planned for
Friday and Saturday evenings.
Dr. Charles Ogilvie, University
of Tennessee Martin Branch, is
the program coordinator. Other

Hospital Report

Copper and silver were first
FISHERMAN'S KNITS
iiscovered in Canada in 1604. EACH MEAN SOMETHING
NEW YORK I AP) The tra
ditional fisherman's knit, so
popular on the sweater scene
losing weight today or money
this season, originated long ago Start
back. MONADEX as tiny tablet
in the fishing villages of Scot- and easy to take. MONADEX
will
heip curb your desire for aroma
land and England.
Eat les— weigh less Contains
The Complete Book of Knitt- food.
no dangerous drugs end will not
ing and Crochet" reports that make you nervous. No strenuous
the intricate knitted designs of exercise. Chanv your life ... start
today. MONA EX cost $3.00 for
these sweaters are more than •
20 day supply. Large economy
Just super-chic fashion fillips. size is $5.00. Also try AOLJATABS
they
work gently to help you lose
Like Scottish clan plaids, each
water-bloat. AOUATABS —0 "wider
different stitched design repre- pill"
that works — $3.00. Both
sents a particular geographical guarIntend and sold by:
region, a village or an individ- lpu.rite Drugs Bel Air Shopping
Center-Mal Orders Filled imA.,
ual family.

130111
)40„j
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Bills For Year
Round Daylight
Time Prepared
WASHINGTON (AP)- Committees in the U.S. House and
Senate have prepared bills to
institute Daylight Savings Time
(DST) on an emergency basis
as President Nixon requested
last week.
The bills were reported Tuesday by the Senate Commerce
Committee and the House Interstate and Foreign Commerce
Committee.

LATEST FASHIONS
FOR JUNIORS! !

Senator Marlow Cook of the
Commerce Committee said that
during the committee's session
he opposed imposition of DST
on Kentucky.

JEANS

NO EXTRA CHARGE
GIRLS
TRIMMED LOUNGER
OR LAY-A-WAY

ANIMAL BOOTIE
Warm, cozy knit cuffs top
soft snuggly plush uppers.
Foam lined. Sizes 5-12
in assorted colors. 1
Reg. 1.99

50

The Kentucky Republican
said after the bill was reported
that it would allow a state to be
exempted from the act in case
of hardship.

Glittery uppers
of manmade material. In silver,
sizes 10-3.

Cook has opposed DST, saying it would hurt Kentucky, and
he said Tuesday the committee
acted hastily in reporting the
bill after two days of public
hearings.
"It's a shame this legislation
was railroaded through committee under the umbrella of
the energy crisis," the senator
said, "especially since it will
result in the use of more energy in areas lake Kentucky,'
which are on the far end of
time zones."
The committee approved an
amendment to the Senate
measure that would let the
President exempt a state where
loss of energy or failure to conserve energy would result from
the change to DST.
The amendment says a state
may petition the President for
an exemption If it finds one is
needed ''to avoid undue hardship or conserve fuel."

Hospital Report
November 7, 1873
ADULTS..185
NURSERY..7
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Mrs. Susan Jane Hopson and
Baby Boy, 703 Vine St., Murray,
Mrs. Joanne Mahan and Baby
Girl, Route 1, Hazel.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Cheryl Ann Cope, Route
8, Benton, Mrs. Rozella Henry,
107 North 17th St., Murray, Mrs.
Alma Odell King, Route 4,
Brent
Michael
Murray,
Roberts, 4th St., Benton, Robert
Perry Hornsby, 813 Olive St.,
Murray, Mrs. Jo Ellis Reeder,
Route 1, Murray, Mrs. Mary
Elizabeth Garwood, Route 8,
Murray, Luther J. Smith, 411
East Blythe, Paris, Tenn., Paul
Thornas Copeland, Route 2,
Murray, Mrs. Genella Hart
Nesbitt, Route 1, Hazel, Miss
Deborah Ann Hendrickson, 222
South 12th St., Murray, Master
James Clifton Pittman, Route 5,
Mrs. Anita Gail
Murray,
Driskell and Baby Boy, Route 9,
Benton, Mrs. Joy Fay Luffman
and Baby Boy,Route 8, Murray,
William Jesse Paschall, Box 55,
Puryear, Tenn., Mrs. Ruth
Henderson Johnston, 808 Main
St., Murray, Mrs. Ola B.
Graham, 1017 Sharp, Murray,
Robert Anthony Ham, Route 1,
Box 323, A. Benton, Mrs. Mary
E. Grace (expired), Hopkinsville.

Purirtranana mik-hhake
for each portion, a cup of milk,
half a cup of -masked banana
and half a cup of vanilla ice
cream; buzz in a blender.
Serve to the youngsters for an
after-school or party treat

Model
MS-120
Lady Remington

Embroidery patch or nailhead trim on 2 back pockets, fly front, 2" waist
with 2" cuffs on 24 inch
Blue or
legs.
flared
bleached out 100°' cotton
denim make these jeans
the latest, greatest thing
to wear, no matter where
you're going 'Junior sizes
5-15.

Shaver
YOUR
CHOICE:
Most Items
Available
All Stores'

LADIES
KNIT TOP

with Guard Comb &
Replacable Blade
This chic, inexpensive shaver comes in a colorfur travel
case.

88

WET 'n HOT
Hot Lather
Dispenser

Reg.
10.88

by RAYEX
New concept in hot
lather shaving unit
that fits all brands
aerosol shaving containers.

100% cotton, 5 button, Vneck, solid rib knit cardigan. Short, puff woven,
elastic ruffle, storybook
print cotton sleeves. In
several colors, S, M, L.

Model BOOR

DOLL STROLLER or CARRIAGE
YOUR

"Pillow
Blue
Tuft" quilt with
white trim. Just
the right size to
put under any
girl's Christmas
tree!

CHOICE:

LADIES
10-18

T00% nylon quilt
duster with polyester Fiberf I I.
Has button front,
2 pockets. Peter
Pan collar has
lace trim. Aspastel
sorted
colors. Buy now
for that extra
lady's
special
Christmas gift !!

KODAK
Portable, with sturdy case. Heavy
duty line cord and flanged plug for
child-safety. Plays 33 1 /3's, 45's.

D-10

FUN SAVER,
MOVIE OUTFIT

model
V211

lo
cci'heam
PERCOLATOR

88

November 1, WU
ADULTS 89
NURSERY 6
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Mrs. Marsha Diane McDaniel
and Baby Girl, Route 1, Dexter.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Carla Jo Tubbs and
Baby Boy, Route 1, Hardin,
Richard Wayne Jones, 1106
Mulberry, Murray, Trellis
Elmo Boggess, Route 3,
Murray, Mrs. Marjorie Ruth
Tripp, 504 S. 13th, Murray, Mrs.
Cynthia Ann Wiley, Route 3,
Benton, Micael Lu Wayne
Colyott, Murray Cablevision,
Belaire Shopping Center,
Murray, Mrs. Mamie Bryan
Hall, 304 N. 4th, Murray,
Reuben Ellis Moody, 822 S. 9th,
Murray, Luther William Lyons,
Route I, Dexter, Mrs. Leila
Harper, Route 5, Murray,
Lamon Peeler, Route 1, Dexter,
Mrs.Sarah Sue Miller and Baby
Girl, Route 2, Hazel, John
Daniel Rice, 216 College Cts.,
Murray, Mrs. Lucy Josephine
Lee, Route 1, Almo, Mrs. Lola
M. Williams, Route 5, Murray,
Milton M. Williams, Route 5,
Murray.

AT BIG K!

•

8 mrn movie camera comes with
carrying case. yrojector has a
400- foot take-up reel. Preview
screen is self-standing. Ektachrome 160 film can be stored in
an album that holds 12 reels. 4
AA batteries, storage case, and
instruction manuals included.

KODAK POCKET 20
INSTAMATIC CAMERA OUTFIT

Reg. 16.88

Color coordinated, 8 button
blender has 2-piece cap with
measuring cup, 5-cup Cloverleaf glass jar, cookbook.

RHAPSODY CASSETTE

SHASTA

17

All Flavors
Model RY-244

Reg. 1.44
Use three flash
cubes to take
12 unforgettable
pictures!

.9-9 moiait:
1-6 Sunday

Keeps 4-12 cups of coffee serving hot. Ilas,a
strength selector, signal
light, twist-lock safety
top, pop-up basket, and
a stay-cool base and
handle.

Throw-Away
Bottles

I. AIR $11.0,.PP I NO
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY kMPLOYER
* Acme of free Poricing

A portable cassette recorder with easy to operate controls, includes
microphone with on-off
switch.

753_8777.

We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities

Model AP83

G.E. SELF-CLEANING
Model
F118HRT

RECORDER

Get great big pictures with
a little camera.
Kodak
provides easy drop-in loading, dependable magicube
flash.

MAGIC CUBES

ow_

Lint, loose mineral
deposits
flush through an
iron that uses
most tap -water,
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We save you more
daily ... So Imagine
how much we can
save you- at
Christmas Hmel

25-CUP PARTY

COFFEE PERK
by West Bend
Makes a pretty addition to your holiday serving table.

$988

'15.95 Value
Poppy, Red, Avocado

WESTCLOX

Miniature

DIGITAL CLOCK
RADIO
'19.95 Value

LITE SET
40 Lights '4.99 Value
Sav-Rite's
Christmas

Say-Rite's
Christmas
Price

$ 1 1 88

Price

Euptc1Vonitten
cHGct &d Se

CLAIROL
KINDNESS CUSTOM CARE

HAIRSETTER

Electric by Cornwall
Keeps your hot rolls hot all during
your meal. Makes eating fun!
'1095 Value Say-Rite's
Christmas
Price

Conditioner-Mist Hairsetter-Sets hair in seconds.
'26.99 Value
Say-Rite's
Christmas
Price

Use Our Lay-Away Plan
now while selections
are greatest!
4

CHRISTMAS
CARDS

Menu-ette Set 6 Pieces Glass Lids Cook & Serve
Beautiful Colors

14.

by LAUREL Your finest tribute anytime.
Say-Rite's
Christmas
Price

y Price

, BOWS
Price

I

CHRISTMAS
•
am'

tt:

<Tt

RADIANT GLASS

WRAPPING PAPER
Regular and Foil
Six Roll Pack 30 sq. ft. per roll
Assorted Colors '1.49 Value
Say-Rite's
Christmas
Price

99

Hot Electricrray
by
Keeps food piping
hot while you eat. Use directly on your table.
'6.95 Value

$612
Sal. Price

POLAROID
SQUARE SHOOTER II

KODAK POCKET INSTAMATIC
"el"

CAMERA

HEATPROOF BASE AND UNBREAKABLE COVER
Assorted colors
'12.95 Value

Christmas*
11
Price

"Wha
The win
an increa
Do not ca
review o
surance I
adequate
today's
costs

3
9

the')

`tmlmistsiswimmml

West Bend
OVERED

INSURAI

BEL AIR(

SKI
10-inch aluminum skillet with a no-stick inside and
satin finish outside. '7.95-Value
Say-Rite's
Christmas
Price

$488

Visit Our

CAMERA
A complete camera outfit. The little
camera that takes big pictures.
'24.95 Value

Uses less expensive Type 88 color film
and reglar flash cubes. '24.95 Value

By I
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ELUXE POP 'N' SERVE POPPER.

$1588

Sale Price

Torre
NCAffi

by CORNWALL

Sav-Rite's

'21.99 Value

49

89 Value

%kV

•
10 second steam styling wand Takes only seconds
for a beautiful hairdo.

Christmas
Bags of 25 Bows
Assorted Colors

$988

ling

Soy-Rite's

RAZOR

for Men
Has the adjustable heads and is complete with
carrying case. '44.95 Value Your Choice
Say-Rite's
Christmas
$2888
price

sts*rn:awak

STICK ON

•
••

35T a VIP TRIPLE HEADER

PRODUCTS

Boxes of all of one kind or assorted.
Values to '5.00
Your Choice

Norelco

CORNING WARE

PAGE MN]

Department

Say-Rite's
Christmas
Price

• It I
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s
bag
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neve

CAMEO

Electric Scissors

s Er
pow

Gift Shoppe

An ideal gift for the seamstress
in your family. '12.95 Value
Say-Rite's Christmas Price\
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Visit Our Unique
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$488
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Kentucky Picked To Repeat As
SEC Champion By Coaches Vote

Torres Qualifies For
NCAA Championship Meet
By Mark Bauman
Sam Torres placed ninth in
the National Collegiate Athletic
Association District 111 cross
country meet in Greenville, S.C.
last Saturday, to qualify him to
compete in the NCAA championship meet in Eugene, Or. on
Monday Nov. 22.
Torres covered the six-mile
Furman. Golf Course in 29:C11
only five seconds behind sixth
place finisher Doug Brown from
Uncversity of Tennessee who
placed second in the NCAA
cross country meet last year.
Torres was also only four
seconds in back of Eddie Leddy
of East Tennessee who placed
third last year in the NCAA
meet.
William and Mary won the
team championship with a
score of 72 points, Western
Kentucky was second with 82,
then it was Tennessee, the
defending NCAA team champion 98, East Tennessee, second
as a team last year in the NCAA
meet 108, Duke 124, and
Alabama 181, as the teams that
qualified to compete in the
NCAA meet.
Album placed seventh with
200
points, then
came
University of North Carolina
208, Maryland 216, IlltuTay 252,
Eastern Kentucky 268, Varginia
Tech 269, Kentucky 289, Georgia
385, Furman 373, and Georgia
Tech 403.
The Ohio Valley Conference
placed well in the meet with two
of the top four teams and five of
the top nine individuals cornming from the OVC.
Nick Rose of Western won the
individual championship with a
course t mud time of 28:21.8,
Neil Cusack of East Tennessee
placed second in 2839 and

Men
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"What a fire!"
The winter season means
an increase in fire losses.
Do not delay in having a
review of your fire insurance to be certain of
adequate protection for
today's inflated building
costs

the
!NSURANCE AGENCV
REl AIR CENTER 7$3-4751

placing in third was Western's
Chris Kiddler with a time of
a,46.
Gordy Benfield was the
Racers second man placing in
46 th place with a clocking of
30:42.
In 58th place with a time of
31 : 11 was Rod Harvey, Don
Willcox was timed in 31:25 good
enough for 73rd.
Finishing in 82nd place was
Dennis Shirt with a 31:44, Brad
Finseth was 91st in 32:07 and
Stan Thompson finished 99th
with a time of 3272.
The NCAA district III meet
last year produced the top two
teams in the nation, Tennessee,
and East Tennessee, and also
the top three individual runners
Cusack, D. Brown and teddy,
while Rose, who beat all three of
them, finished ninth last year in
the Houston, Texas meet. '
Torres and Murray Coach,
Bill Cornell, are slated to leave
for the NCAA meet late this
week.
Coach Cornell feels Torres
has a good chance to make AllAmerican in the meet if he runs
his usually fast race.

MSU Women
Volleyballers
Settle For 3rd
Having finished second in the
state for the past two seasons,
the Murray State University
women's volleyball team settled for third place in this year's
state tournament when last
weekend it was eliminated by
Eastern, one of the top teams in
the nation.
Although the Racers had
beaten Georgetown earlier in
the afternoon, they went into the
play-off match with an overconfident lead of 6-0, but got
beat 11-9, forcing Coch Nan
Ward's team to play in the same
bracket as Eastern.
Showing their determination,
the Racers stunned hundreds of
fans by bouncing back to thump
Eastern 15-11. The Colonels held
their composure however, and
Murray lost the next two
matches. Eastern went on to
win the championship while
Georgetown was runner-up.
Coach Ward said afterwards,
"We have nothing to be
ashamed of. Although we
finished higher last year, I think
we had a better team this
season because we played in
some tough tournaments and
the caliber of teams we played
were much better. Since it was
supposed to be a rebuilding year
for us,I'm real pleased with our
performance."
Murray finished the season
with an 18-8 slate, six of the
losses coming from nationally
ranked teams.

MHS Player Among Those Named
To AP All-State Football Team
By BOB COOPER
Aasociatell Press Sports Writer
Bo Yeast of Harrodsburg, the
state's leading scorer, heads a
stellar backfield protected by a
line averaging 217 pounds on
the 1973 Associated Press Kentucky All-State High School
Football Team.
Tony Boone, Murray High
linebacker, was named to the
second team defense on the AP
All-State team.
Joining Yeast in the first
team backfield are Scott Warner of Lexington Lafayette, Terry Keehn of Boyd County and
Hugh Williams of Madisonville.
The first team defensive unit,
which includes eight seniors
and three juniors, averages 186
pounds, with Rusty Young of
CatlettsBurg and Neal Burchett
of Johnson Central the only
members over 200 pounds.
Because of varying offenses
and defenses used by teams
around the state, backs on the
offensive unit were not listed
by position and the defensive
units were limited to a front
four, four linebackers and three
defensive backs.
Richard Smith of Boyd County and Mark Lindsey of Franklin County were selected as the
ends on the first offensive unit.
Smith is'known as the best athlete on his team while Lindsey
is a favorite target of his quarterback brother, Greg.
At tackle are Joe Clark, a
200-pound senior at Louisville
Trinity, and Bill Itschner, 240
pounds of muscle from Owensboro Catholic where he was an
excellent blocker of passes.
Bob Blackmon of Paducah
Tilghman repeats for the second year at one guard slot with
Mark Hickman, a specialist on
trap blocking at Ashland,
named to the other.
Kim Dudley, a 245-pound senior at Louisville Central, is the
center.
The front four on defense includes Myron Greenfield of
Owensboro, Kevin Hunter of
-• Bishop David, George King of
Union County and Rusty Young
of Catlettsburg.
Backing the line are Neal
Burchett of Johnson Central,
George Washington of Lexington Henry Clay, Clarence
Trurnbo of Paris and Jay Sailing of Louisville St. Xavier.
The deep backs are Dallas
Owens of Lafayette, Kenny
Young of Apollo and Tim Gaines of Somerset.

Keehn, who gained 1,416
yards this season, is the only
junior on the offensive unit,
while Greenfield, Young and
Washington on defense have another year to play prep ball.
Warner, a quarterback at
Lafayette, and Williams, a halfback at Madisonville, also accounted for about 1,000 yards
apiece and Yeast was approaching the 2,000 mark when
the season ended.

Along with Blackmon, Union
County's George King is a repeater on the AP All-State
team. He played both end and
tackle on the defensive unit and
is sought by colleges as a possible linebacker.
Blackmon left Tilghman last
year when his family moved to
Pennsylvania, but he moved
back to Paducah during the
summer and had another outstanding season.

Kentucky received six first 41 years.
BIRMINGHAM, Ala. (AP) —
Tennessee, which finished in
With four starters returning place votes and 93 points in balthree-way tie for second last
a
during
coaches
10
the
by
loting
from last year's team, defendyear one game behind the Wilding champion Kentucky has a preseason press conference
cats was picked to finish secbeen picked by Southeastern Wednesday.
ond, gleaning 88 points to nose
or
won
have
Wildcats
The
Conference basketball coaches
shared the SEC title 28 times in out Alabama, which had 81.
to repeat in 1973-74.
The fourth position went to
Vanderbilt with 73 points followed in order by Louisiana
State 64, Mississippi 50, Mississippi State 37, Auburn 25,
Georgia 20 and Florida 19.
Alabama had two first place
votes and Tennessee and Vandy
one each.
The 10 coaches generally
PINEHURST, N.C. (AP) — I hope I don't choke again."
Watson put on an amazing agreed the race would be one
Obscure Torn Watson, admittedly dazed with delight and eagle-birdie-birdie-birdie-birdie of the toughest in years and
grinning broadly in the wake of finish as he swept past front- most gave the top six teams a
the best round of his career, running Gibby Gilbert with one shot at the title.
The coaches also selected a
suddenly turned straight-faced of the best competitive rounds
preseason all-conference team
on record.
and deadly serious.
The 62 matched .the low led by Kentucky's outstanding
"1 just hope I hold on to it,"
he said after a stunning, nine- round of the year on the pro junior Kevin Grevey, the only
under-par 62 had given him a tour and tied the course record unanimous choice.
Others named to the team
six-stroke lead Wednesday in set by Gilbert in the first round
the fifth round of the World of this 144-hole, two-week tour- were Len Kosmalski of TenOpen Golf Tournament, an nament last Thursday. The pre- nessee, Terry Compton of Vaneight-round affair that offers a vious record on the 7,007-yard derbilt, Eddie Palubinskas of
No. 2 course at the Pinehurst ISU and Charles Cleveland of
record $100,003 to the winner.
- Country Club — generally Alabama •
"I had a four stroke lead go
Seven other players received
mg into the last round in ranged among the most deHawaii and I choked," he said manding in this country — was votes from the coaches—Rich
Knarr of Mississippi State,
the red-headed, freckle-faced 65 by Ben Hogan.
Watson's 347 total, eight-un- Coolidge Ball of Ole Miss, Leon
Watson, a non-winner in his two
der-par, left him six strokes in Douglas of Alabama, Glenn
years on the pro golf tour.
"I shot 75 in the Last round front of Gilbert, who began Hansen of ISU, Jeff Fosnes of
and lost to John Schlee.
play in the bright, warm sun- Vanderbilt, Chip Williams of
"I hope I learned something shine with a five-stroke advan- Florida and Jimmy Dan Conner
of Kentucky.
from that and don't do it again. tage.

Turn-Around In
World Golf Match

Gervin Leads Virginia
ABA Rout Over Memphis
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
George Gervin has found his
confidence but his roach is still
looking.
Gervin scored 39 points in
leading Virginia to a 113-108
American Basketball Association victory over -Memphis
Wednesday night.
"It was my best shooting
night ever," said Gervin. "I
have a lot more confidence in
my game now."
Virginia Coach Al Bianchi,
who watched his club hit 60 per
cent from 'the field but still
need Larry Miller's crucial four
foul shots in the last 80 seconds
to beat the Tams, felt the
Squires played well.
Elsewhere in the ABA, Carolina downed Kentucky 107-102
and Utah beat San Diego
129119.

final 10 points to beat the Colonels 107-102.
The victory pushed Carolina's
record against the Colonels this
season to 3-1 and moved the
Cougars to within one-hall
game of the Eastern Divisionleading Colonels. Kentucky's
record against the rest of the
league is 11-0.

A
WINTER'S
COMIN'
Hurry On Down To
EWING TIRE SERVICE

RFD
TRACTION

"Earlier in the season, I was
hesitating before I would take a
shot or make a pass," said
Gervin, who hit 16 of his 21
shots. "That hesitation usually
made me make a mistake, but
now I'm reacting a lot better
and playing my natural game."
Stars 129, Q's 119
Utah reserves Roy Ebron and
Glen Combs combined for 40
points in helping the Stars defeat San Diego 129-119.
Ebron, a rookie frorn Southwestern Louisiana, scored 21
points in just 15 minutes of
playing time, and Combs hit 19,
including 3 three-point field
goals.
Cougars 167, C,olooels 102
Carolina's Billy Cunningham
scored 23 points and the Cougars scored eight of the game's

E78-14
/8-14

• 17/32" Tread Depth

• 4 Ply Polyester Cord

G78-14
G78-15

90
2 $47
for

• 78 Series Design

Plus $2.22 to $2.60 per Or. I 1 1

H78-14
• .85 inch White

H78-15

Sidewall

Woody Hayes is in his 23rd
season as Ohio State football
coach.

for

178-15
178-15

$5390

Plus $2.75 to $3.13 per tire F.E.T.

THE COMPLETE
CANISTER

Instant Rug
Adjustment

I
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0

TIRES
floats on air -no pulling
no tugging

With Approved Credit
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CONVERTIBLE
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DELUXE
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Stev
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SMALL CARS
Sizes E78-14
F78-14

4for$85

The same tire that
comes on many
new 1974 cars.

Plus 92.31 to $2.54 per tire F.E.1
and old tire

amps.as

MEDIUM CARS

• E irtia large disposable
bag
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1111. .11k
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41
.

• Vinyl outer jacket
never a dusty odor
•Instant rug achustment
low to shag
• Edge cleaning suction
power
•Two speed motor 50%
more suction with tools.
automatically
• Rolls on wheels
a Cast aluminum chassis
•Impact absorbing hood
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Gillette

Use Your Credit * No Money Down
No Finance Charge * 6 Months To Pay

0,4 .nd
Not,4

•Poweskil Motor•Al I Steel Construction
•Wrap Around Bumper Guard
•Convenient be Switch
•Lightweight

and low pile,

HURRY!
Limited
Quantities

only

$2995

MURRAY
•

HOME & AUTO 'STORE'

Chestnut Street
Phone 753-2571

Sizes G78-14, 15
H78-14, 15

DOUBLES
BELTED

4for$95

forionginkage
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Plus 92.67 to 92.96 per tire F.E.T.
and old tire
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EWING TIRE SERVICE
Phone 753-3164
808 Coldwater Road - Near 5 Points - Murray
Hours: Mon. thru Fri. 7:30-5:30 — Sot. 7:30-5:00
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Murray High Cagers Prepare For Season Opener With lakers
shooting ability spark their we weren't good on defense last
By JERRY L. BAYNE
year
offense.
Ledger& Times Sportswriter
The dribbles, drives, and cage
Posting a 12-10 record last
Seniors 'Tyrone McCuLston,
hysteria begins in earnest on season, Coach Toon believes Danny Hudspeth, Glen Jackson,
thousands of nigh school hard- "we must improve our defense, and Ron Lane will be the back
wood floors soon , and has
already begun in several area
schools.
Presently' there are no cheers,
pretty chearleaders or stripedshirted men with whistles filling
the gymnasiums,
only
gruelling, exhausting moans
from cperspiring strong-willed
hopefuls.
At Murray High, Coach Bob
Toon and company are hustling
through
the pre—Season
workouts
timetables
of
preparing for the opener with
sturdy Calloway County Nov.
30th.
"I'm optimistic about the
year," said Coach Toon,"we've
got Some good talent and our
depth could make us a strong
contender for the tournament."

bone of the Tigers.
Injuries are a key too as
McCuiston missed last season
due to a knee injury. As a
sophomore, 6-2 McCuiston

Th Tigers will travel to
Tileiman Saturday night to
participate in an eight-team
-Toifiado Jamboree." The
tournament is divided into 15minute quarters with Murray
wniaring off against Tilgtunan
at 6'30. Mayfield will tangle
with Reidland in the second,
Lone Oak will clash with Fulton
City in the third, and Heath and
North Marshall will meet in the
fourth. General admission
tickets are 75 cents.

a.eraged a little better than 13 bandaged-up during pre-season
points a game. playing with a practice. Jackson is recovering
-knee-strap, if McCuiston can from a pulled groin while Lane
find his mobility and range, the has a fractured hand.
Tigers front-court with McJackson and Lane, both 5-11,
Cuiston and Hudspeth will
scored in double figures for
improve over last season's
Murray last season with each
credits.
averaging nearly 14 points a
Jackson and Lane have been game. This combination in the

MSU Golfers End Season
The Murray State University
golf team ended its fall season
last weekend by placing seventh
in the 13-team Centenary
Collegiate Golf Classic held in
Shreveport, La.
The 45-hole tournament saw
the Racers shoot a 298 in the
first round with freshman Kevin
Klier leading the way with a 69.
Unable to maintain its consistancy, Murray ended the
tournament with a 772.
ISU at New Orleans won the
tournament at 745 with the
University of Tulsa and Houston
Baptist University almost 20
strikes behind with 764's. Other
teams to participate in the
tournament were University of
Southeast , La., 766; Steven F.
Austin, 767; Northeast , La.,
771; Murray, 772; University of
St. Thomas, 780; Centenary

University, 796; University of
Arkansas at Little Rock. 798;
Delta State University, 802;
Northwest, La., 802; East
Central State University, 814.
Individual honors went to
Doug Farr of Northeast, La. as
he shot a 69-35-71 for a 175.
Top man for the Racers was
Mike Hoyle, 73-37-78-188. He
was followed by Kevin Arnold,
78-37-78--193; Kevin Klier, 6938-88-195; Mike Perpick, 78-3682-196; Bruce Douglass, 81-3978-198.
In reviewing his fall season,
coach Buddy Hewitt said, "Our
team has been eraditic this
year. By that I mean we've had
some bright as well as dull spots
in our season and if we can be
more consistant next spring,
then I think we'll be better than
last years' team."

backcourt will combine for one
of the toughest scoring duo
around.

"Some of our freshmen may
be playing B-team as the season
progresses," said Toon.

headed
last
Hudspeth
season's rebounding attack with
over 11 caroms a game. Also
scoring just a bit over 11 points
a game,Hudspeth connected on
a s)771ing 66 percent of his shots
from the field.
"I'm expecting leadership
and super performances out of
my seniors," Toon said, "we'll
go as they go."
Also
vying for starting
positions are senior Johnny
Shelley, juniors Phil Miller and
Dale
and
McCuiston,
sophomore Bob Wilder. With his
depth, Coach Toon anticipates
substituting freely.
Rounding out the 20-man
varsity-junior varisty are
juniors Eli Alexander, Mark
Williams,
and
Dwaine
Musgrow, with sophomores
David Frank, Lindy Suiter,
Robbie Hibbard, Keith Tabers,
Donnie Williams, Tod Harrison,
Kim Grogan, Chris Kruz, and
Dean Lampkins.
"This year there are lots of
good clubs, no pushovers in our
league, we're taking them one
at a time. Right now we're
looking for one game—
Calloway."

Murray High Schedule
Nov. 30, Calloway, Home
Dec. 4, Trigg Co., Home
Dec. 7, Tilghman, Away
Dec. 11, Carlisle Co. Away
Dec. 14, Cairo, Ill. Home
Mayfield InDec. 19, 20, 21, 22
vitational
Jan. 4, Hickman Co. Home
Jan. 8, S. Marshall, Away
Jan. 11, Fancy Farm, Home
Jan. 15, Benton, Home
Jan. 18, Mayfield, Away
Jan. 22, Farmington, Home
Jan. 25, Sedalia, Home
Jan. 29, S. Marshall, Home
Feb. 1, Ballard Co., Away
Feb. 8, N. Marshall, Away
Feb. 12, Benton, Away
Feb. 15, Calloway, Away
Feb. 19, Mayfield, Home
Feb. n, Fulton, Co., Home
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Open Sunday
1 p.m. to 5 p.m.
MOTHER GOOSE
FASHION

Bel Au StioppingCente

V

The Tigers aren't a big
ballclub but their quickness and

LSU-Tulane Game
NEW ORLEANS(AP) — The
Dec. 1 ISU-Tulane football
game, a sellout for weeks, will
be televised on a closed circuit
system at Municipal Auditorium, permitting an additional
8,000 fans to see the game.
Apparently, persons who sent
checks for tickets to the game
but found them returned because of the sellout will have
first choice at obtaining tickets
for the TV broadcast.
Last year's Tulane-LSU attendance of 85,372 was the largest football crowd ever in the
South — college or professional
— and was the largest night
football crowd ever, anywhere.

TilUR • FRI• SAT

NOVEMBER 15, 16, 17

Ceramic Cooktop Electric Range
Features Self-cleaning Oven
ZEROING IN FOR TWO—Senior Tyrone McCuiston. who missed last season due to a kaiee injury,
sinks a two-point shot in practice at Murray High this week. The Tigers will open their season with
Calloway County Nov. 30th.

DELIVERED with
normal installation

Sears finest 30-inch electric range
Sears easiest-to-clean oven and cooktop
Smooth ceramic cooktop doubles as counter space
when not in use
Set automatic oven to turn on, cook or clean, turn off

Automatic Buttonholer, 6 Stitches

SEARS LOWEST-PRICED
MICROWAVE OVEN
• Single-speed oven accomodates o
full-sized dinner plate
• Cooks 1 lb. of pork chops in ofoo, t
12 minutes - 400-watts

UNDERCOUNTER DISHWASHER
Jerks

WAS $219.95
er*

we,
TP7022

SAVE 563 on on
, overage 35-sq. rd.
ourckase

• Thick, lustrous, 1-in, deep pile
• 9 beautiful colors to choose from
• Fat, fluffy strands and twisty thinner
ones for texture interest

$18988*

I", White or colors some low price
• 6 wash-rinse selections plus forced air drying
i•--5ized to reploce most undercounter dishwashers

WAS S264,95
DELIVERED with oorrnol onstallation

• 6 wash-rinse selections plus forcedair drying
• 11
/
4-inch thick maple cutting board top
• Colors just $5 more

$11499* WAS $134.99
Automotive Tune-up Tester Kit
All

the engine testers atttl accessories to tune your own car or truck!

*tatalef Onto-

toai

Trictudi"iI1Wifig-oi-liiiiiiTTaitio

SHOP. BY PHONE.. dial 753-2310
SHOP IN PERSON at Southside Shopping Center Murray, Ky
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Racers Concentrating On
'The Big One' At Western
"Our loss at Youngstown was
disappointing but we've put that
behind us and are concentrating
on our big game with Western
Saturday," Murray State Coach
Bill Furgerson says.
And the game at Western
Kentucky is a big one indeed.
The Hilltoppers need only
defeat Murray for the following
dividends: 1. the Ohio Valley
Conference title; 2. the first
undefeated, untied record ever
at Western; 3. a bid to the first
NCAA division II football
playoff.
A Murray win, however,
would offer these dividends to
the Racers: 1. a share of the

OVC title; 2. the best record at
Murray since 1 951; 3. the
pleasure of denying the
dividends apught by their ancient and traditonal rival.
Can Murray upset the
Hilltoppers? "They're as tough
as the record indicates—nlaybe
the most impressive team ever
in the OVC," Furgerson says.
"No one has even scared them
this season. But we plan to show
up for the game."

45-7, Tennessee Tech 41-0,
Eastern
Kentucky
35-0,
Morehead 34-7, Middle Tennessee 42-8, and Butler 48-6.
The Racers on the other hand,
have fought for their lives in
every game. They have beaten
Western Carolina 27-25, Tennessee Tech 18-17, Morehead 3016, UT-Martin 21-10, East
Tennessee 20-14, Eastern
Kentucky 21-203, Austin Peay 319. Their losses were to Middle
Tennessee 17-14 and to
The Toppers opened their
Youngstown 12-8.
season by bombing Appalacian
Western leads the OVC in
State 42-7 and then romped over
Austin Peay 28-0, East Ten- total offense with 408.3 yards a
nessee 30-0, Western Carolina game. Murray has 348.1. The
Hilltoppers are also tops in
defense with an average of
207.2. Murray's defensive
average is 280.1. The Toppers
have a stable of quick, hardrunning backs, headed by
Clarence Jackson with 764
yards in 137 rushes and John
Embree with 243 in 58 rushes.

cPORTS
r
JURRAY LEDGER IP TIMES
ENDS TONIGHT ON

They also have two fine passing
quarterbacks in Leo Peckenpaugh who has completed 42 of
126 for 880 yards and 10 touchdowns, and Dennis Tomek who
has completed 54 of 102 for 876
yards and 9 TD's. Receiver
Porter Williams has caught 39
passes for 729 yards and 6
touchdowns and Dave Maley
has 23 receptions for 330 yards
and 2 TD's.
Racer tailback Don Clayton
has 1213 yards in 213 rushes and
fullback Jim Engel has 447 in
114. Quarterback Tom Pandolfi
has completed 88 ot 185 passes
for 1353 yards and 9 touchdowns, and tightend Bill Farrel
has caught 27 of them for 476
yards and 4 touchdowns.
Western has beaten Murray
four straight games and leads
the series 20-13-6. The
Hilltoppers won last season 17-6.
Murray's last win was by 17-14
in 1968.
The game will begin at 1 p.m.
in Western's L.T. Smith
Stadium

Designated Runner

WDXR-TV — CHANNEL 29

Rule Reported At

Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday, November 13, 14, 15, at 8:00 p.m.

AL Chicago Meeting

ONE
LIFE
Th. Search for community, for deep and lasting
ielationships, is turning many people to new
lifestyles—communes,
open
marriages,
new
rgonizotion, new movements. Tonight, find out
.i.ohy many others are turning to another lifestyle
.hich is nearly 2,000 years old.

7

OPEN-PANEL DISCUSSION IMMEDIATELY FOLLOWS THE
PROGRAM — CALL IN YOUR QUESTIONS FOR IMMEDIATE DISCUSSION RIGHT ON YOUR TV SCREEN!

Presented by the churches of Chnst in this area

CLEVELAND t AP) — During
a secret meeting in Chicago
Tuesday the American League
voted to implement a "designated-runner" rule during the
1974 baseball season, according
to the Cleveland Plain Dealer.
The Plain Dealer said American League owners voted 7-5 to
put the new rule into effect.
Charles 0. Finley, owner of
the World Champion Oakland
A's, made the proposal and it
was approved by the Cleveland
Indians, New York Yankees,
Kansas City Royals, Minnesota
Twins, Milwaukee Brewers and
Texas Rangers.
Finley's proposal was opposed by the Baltimore Orioles,
Detroit Tigers, Boston Red Sox,
California Angels and Chicago
White Sox.
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Bill Russell Returns To Boston; Loses As Coach
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
"When you're 5-13, you don't
Bill Russell returned to Bos- have time to think about anyton and it was an emotional ex- thing except how to turn the
perience — only the emotion team around."
was frustration, not joy.
In the other NBA games
The longtime Celtic star, now Wednesday night, the Portland
the coach of the Seattle Super- Trail Blazers tripped the DeSonics, wasn't sentimental — troit Pistons 111-108 and the
Kings
only professional — after losing Kansas City-Omaha
a 110-104 National Basketball downed the Houston Rockets
Association decision to Boston 118-116 in overtime.
Wednesday night.
Boston's sluggish offense was
"I didn't have any funny feel- revived by the rebounding of
ing coming back to Boston," Paul Silas and Dave Cowens as
said Russell about facing his the Celtics erased an 83-80 defiformer team. "I didn't find my- cit with a 14-2 spurt in the
self identifying with the team fourth quarter.
in green.
Silas and Cowens cleared the

boards and Silas and John Haylicek scored the points—four
each—in the stretch that powered Boston into a 94-85 lead in
four minutes.
Jo Jo White had 28 points and
Havlicek flipped in 24 as the
Celtics won their seventh
straight game. Spencer Haywood's n points led Seattle as
the SuperSonics lost their
fourth straight.
"We lost to a very good
team," said Russell. "We lost
our poise in the fourth period
and I should have called time
out when they were running off
all those points."

Radio lhaek®
COME IN AND PICK UP
YOUR "MINI" LABEL MAKER
—1

FREE!

You II find countless
uses for this compact
great for
label maker
home, business, school
Fits in pocket or purse
Prints easy-to-read letters
on 3/8 self-adhesive tape
Simply dial each letter,
squeeze handle cut off
finished label 68-1020

THIS
WITH i0
ISVCOUPON
VALUE
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

IN ASSORTED
CLi

COLORS

79
(PEA.

First Label Maker Free At All Participating Radio Shack
Stores Additional Label Makers 1 Each Persons Under
16 Must Be Accompanied By Parent Offer Expires Nov
24 1973

CHECK OUR SELECTION OF MONEY SAVING GIFTS
SAVE $10
8-TRACK STEREO
RECORD/PLAYBACK
TAPE DECK
Regular 109 95

0'-I

COME ON.DOWN TO THE

Buy Now
For Christmas
USE OUR CONVENIENT LAY-AWAY PLAN.
NO CARRYING CHARGE.

f

I

SPECIAL THRU NOVEMBER

10% OFF
BONA ALLEN
SADDLES
NIVER AND
DICKSON-JENKINS

ON ALL

9995

Realistic TR-881 puts the fun back in
Christmas. Add it to your present system ...
record tapes from any source AND play
prerecorded cartridge tapes. Professional
features include pause control, autostop
to prevent accidental erasures. 14-881

and you can

CHARGE IT

SADDLE RACK
Where you'll find everything for the
horseman, horsewoman and the horse!

ZIP

STATE

3/8 VINYL LABELING TAPE

0

01,410Y ARDN

Trail Blazers 111, Pistons 108
Clutch shooting by Jeff Petrie
in the final three minutes
helped Portland beat Detroit
111-106. Petrie connected for
Portland's final four baskets,
including the winning shot with
38 seconds remaining.
Petrie's marksmanship shut
the door on the Pistons, who
had rallied from an 11-point
deficit behind Bob Lanier.
In the American Basketball
Association, it was Virginia 113,
Memphis 108; Carolina 107,
Kentucky 102; Indiana 84, San
Antonio 83 and Utah 179, San
Diego 119.

SAVE $20 ON 3-PIECE REALISTIC'
8-TRACK STEREO PLAYER
Regular
99 95

7995

1

A gift that s sure to please
stereo cartridge tape player
and m5tching speakers in handsome
walnut cabinets Enjoy car tapes
at home Balance and tone
controls headphone jack, Input
for adding record changer 14-923

WEARING APPAREL

STEVENS
HATS
MILLER AND
HANDLER FENTON

CLOTHES
FOR MEN

CLOTHES
FOR WOMEN

Large selection of
sizes & colors

Come in—look over our
large stock of mdse.

MILLER CLOTHES FOR THE YOUNG
HORSEMAN AND HORSEWOMAN

*Mexican poncho's and jackets
*Indian handmade jewelry
OPEN 9 A.M. TIL 5:30 P.M. MONDAY THRU SATURDAY

TACK OF
ALL KINDS

ACME Becausetheres
a lotei&Westin allof us.
SELECT FROM
OUR COMPLETE
- STOCK OF

ACME
AND

COVVTOWN
BOOTS
All sizes and styles,
that's sure to
please.

SAVE $20
REALISTIC'
HEADPHONES

3-CHANNEL
COLOR
LIGHT KIT

Regular
79.95

2995

5995

Electrostat energizer makes
these headphones unique.
Eliminates distortion, delivers
trebles and basses as pure as
fine speakers. Lightweight and
comfortable. 33-1017

This Christmas add a new dimension
to stereo enjoyment. Brilliant shades
of red, blue, and green flash and swirl
to the music. Works with stereo system,
phono, or radio. Woodgrain cabinet.
28-138

SMART SANTAS SHOP EARLY...STORES OPEN LATE NIGHTS

•

I,

Radio
Thaek
0•411%.•0

North 12th Extended
Murray Ky

Store Hours:

áE For Thin Sig.
In Poor Neighborhood

Mon.-Thurs. 10-6 p.m.
121P22...it

-

SADDLE
THE
RACK
Paris, Tennessee
. PHONE 647-1690
2OZik POPLAR ST.
dripdrgrordpAriewmpostro...**rdpd„wrdp

753-7100
vw-Niosnaiiar.sue•

4441WV14!*PgAvAN -P1.°4°

A TANDY COPPOPATION COMPANY

Sat 10-6 p.m.
.Closed Sunday
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Cox Says
Try To Regain Job
WASHINGTON (AP) - Archibald Cox says he won't try
to get back his job as Watergate special prosecutor even
though a court has ruled he
was fired illegally at President
.Nixon's direction.
For me to make any legal
claims under ( the decision)
would only divert attention
from getting the job done," Cox
said in a terse statement shortly after the ruling Wednesday.
The action by U.S. District
t'ourt Judge Gerhard A. Gesell
prompted new impeachment
demands from two of the three
Democratic congressmen who
had sought the ruling.
The decision also made clear
it vas intended to protect the
independence of Cox's successor, Leon Jaworski, and discourage legislation to create a
new, court-appointed prosecutor.
The White House declined to
comment on the ruling, referring requests to the Justice Department where acting Atty.
Gen. Robert H. Bork said he
had not yet decided whether to
appeal.
It was Bork who fired Cox
after Atty. Gen. Elliot L. Richardson and deputy Atty. Gen.
William S. Ruckelshaus refused
to carry out Nixon's directive
and resigned. Bork, as solicitor
general, was third in command
at the time.
Bork was said to be upset by
the judicial slap but uncertain
about the wisdom of appealing
an order that had no actual impact.
Gesell declared that Cox's firing was illegal but stopped
short of ordering him reinstated or any other action taken.

Israel says it is holding about
the fifth break in
In contrast to the lively wel- Ian Heights,
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
-Syrian 6,900 Egyptians and 100 SyrIsraeli
the
on
truce
the
Israeli and Egyptian prison- conic in Tel Aviv, the first front in 10 days.
ians, Moroccans, Iraqis and
ers of war began coming home plane bringing home Egyptian
by Jordanians. But the POW exbroadcast
ue
communiq
A
today with Red Cross flights of POW's taxied to a remote part Radio Damascus said an Israel change agreement did not inwounded men arriving in Cairo of the airport tarmac. A senior engineer unit advanced close to clude Syria, which Israel says
Bork, meanwhile, testified and Tel Aviv.
officer said it had been impos100 of its men.
a Syrian position and the Syr- is holding about
Wednesday that Jaworski is goIn the emotion-filled scene the sible to plan for a public welnts for the prisonArrangeme
An
bulldozer.
a
destroyed
mg ahead with all the investi- wounded, some walking and coming with the POWs' fami- ians
exchange of tank and artillery er swap were part of an agreegations Cox had under way. He others carried on stretchers, lies present.
ment completed Wednesday by
Judiciary
also told the Senate
As part of the prisoner ex- fire followed.
came home to Israel and a
Maj. Gen. Aharon Yariv
Israeli
exthe
on
agreement
An
Committee he had not been cheering welcome.
change deal, Israel agreed to
Lt. Gen. MoEgyptian
and
Isbetween
Aange of prisoners
anxious to fire Cox, but carried
Defense Ministei Moshe Da- give U.N. forces control of the
hammed Gamazy in another
be
to
yet
has
Syria
and
rael
be-N
directive
s
out the President'
'on hand to greet the re- highway from Cairo to the town
one of their meetings at Kicause he thought it was the buitees, declared: "At last we of Suez and the Egyptian 3rd worked out.
lometer 101, where the ceaseCross
Red
The International
proper thing to do. The corn- have arranged things by talks, Army in the Sinai Desert.
lire line crosses the Cairo-Suez
Egyptianthe
expected
it
said
Cox's
ing
mittee is investigat
While the cease-fire firmed
like human beings, instead of
Israeli prisoner exchange to hIghwa);.
dismissal.'
by tank fire and exploding gre- on the Suez front, Syria report- take about a week.
A U.N. spokesman said that
In his decision, Gesell noted nades."
ed an artillery duel on the Gocan
Cox,
with
as
that Jaworski,
only be dismissed for extraordinary impropriety under the
MI II IIII
wevaawmamm einemwelliMW Wren
regulations establishing his of11 11 II II
•
•
•
•
am.
fice - regulations he said Nix•
•1
•
•
•
'
on's dismissal of Cox violated.
GIRL'S
"It is therefore particularly
11
1111111111,
•
11
0
desirable to enunciate the rule
of law applicable if attempts
are made to discharge (Ja1 111 II 0 Ili
IN III
worski)," he said.
IIII II II
•
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I
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Reps. Bella S. Abzug, 1)-N.Y.,
el'
0
•
1.
•
R-CaR.
Waldie,
and Jerome
•••
a
lif., two plaintiffs in the suit
•
_ • MI
Sizes 7-14
that produced Wednesday's rul•
ll
me•Mi
ft
us
one
ii
_
NI
f
conferel
news
joint
ing, said at a
r.
ence that the ruling made imReg. '8.95
peachment of Nixon more im•
perative.
Gesell cautioned in his deciNow
sion against creation by Congress of a court-appointed Wa• 01_,
tergate prosecutor. "The courts
=
must remain neutral," Gesell
II
said. "Their duties are not
.
HIGHWAY 641 -MURRAY, KY.IMMISome items not exactly as iliustrat•
prosecutorial."
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Dry-Medicated-Anti-detergent
5.75-oz. jar
Reg. '1.00

Night Time Cold Medicine
$ 138
Giant 10-oz. bot.
I
Reg. '2.52

DIAL

JERGEN'S LOTION

49;

Anti-Perspirant Deodorant
Reg.-Unscented-Powder
6-oz spray can
Reg. '1.29

NOM)O 000PM
0000MU 00MO00
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900716 OMOORIM
DEMO 0011M
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o
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Sizes 8-18

49;

and GARGLE
20-oz. bot
Tampax

Reg.'1.6986;

59IIII

Nobody can make a
replacement muffler so
right for the car as the men
who designed the original

Distributed by

E. BLANKENSHIP_
- OF ItY. ioc
602 Maple
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STOVE

STOVE

Model 425P-

Model 426D

Model 502-700

1
$
1
:
:
•;
$
i

Murray, Ky.
tymeikikveftm.wiloawskw&wiweoweveoeio

$

3500
COLEMAN
2-Burner

LP GAS

PICNIC STOVE

u
:

STOVE

Heater

Model No. 41G

Model 512A700

$ 1 247 X,t $2097
541 0 log

COLEMAN PROPANE
CATALYTIC

!M.

HEATER

01•10•10111.

• Mil•in
S

1
.
.
aU
0

a

A
NA/

COLEMAN
PROPANE

DELUXE

PORTABLE

1

LIU

PROPANE STOVE
.95

7.
•

MI

Model 5410-708

2000-5000 BTU

-Inside Storage for extra bottles
-Safety Shut off
Value
-Visual on-off indicator
-Maximum Heat out put in
minutes
111Ydr
ateSdisposable propane bottle
-Ideal for Outdoor Sports

COLEMAN

BE

Coleman

Adjustable
T.i.t45

$2397

2 BURNER

a

mm

09

I 2A.700

Model 5404-731

OM
•
0

9•
,
COLEMAN
m
.
12-1
Catalytic :
a:J1

$2997

COLEMAN

THE
P.

STOVE
1657

$

OM
•
•

COLEMAN
SPORTSTER

Is-

D
4itr
-. •
- 1004,..,
A:•4

Your life depends on it.
That's why more cars start
life with an Arvin exhaust
system that any other
brand.

SHOES
Reg. '3.99

1*.
111-1j1
"
0

BLO

0
II

COLEMAN
3 BURNER

RU

•

•

COLEMAN
2 BURNER

4255

MA so

3

Yd.

Get Ready for the Winter with Coleman

is

Distr by Slotted Feature Syndicate, Inc.

11

LADIES

Pull-On Suede
Reg. '8.95

99;

Es

One Rack

BOOTS

Disinfectant Spray
14-oz. Spray Can
Reg. '1.69

$487

.1.1 1 11. 1k

•

BOYS

Reg. or Super
Reg. '1.93 $1 19
Box of 40

TAMPONS

at. ,. , ,
"
atm
iiig ma

ENUIIU

Values to
58.87NNow

5

Ideal for Curtains & Pillow Covers

LYSOL

MOUTHWASH

X443

57IU

Choice... Lilt Special Of Lilt Body
Wave
Reg. '1.89 ea.
Your Choice88c

Uvoris

Neon
filled t

"SATURDAY ONLY!"

DRAPERY
FABRIC

LILT PERMANENT

Choice of Reg., Super Hold,
Unscented, Ultra Hold.
Limit 2 Giant 16-oz. can
Reg. 5 1.49 Sale

JEANS

$349

89

STYLE HAIR SPRAY

MEN'S CORDUROY

SHIRTS

Giant 20-oz. Bottle with Dispenser
Limit 2
Reg. '2.19

59;

a

via

NYQUIL

HAND CREAM

Answer to Yesterday s

r
• CHECK YOUR AUTO EXHAUST
SYSTEM BEFORE WINTER
•
•
•
And if a new muffler
•
•
Is required, Insist on
•
•
•
•n.
711/1"111VOrtro
•
•
•

•
••
•

$600

Special tr
Table
MEN'S
TURTLENECK

Wicks

Pacquin

Ford Talks
LOUISVILLE, Ky ( AP) Ford Motor Co. and United
Auto Workers negotiators continued to meet here Wednesday
night with no settlement reported.
Ford and union Local 862 of
the two Ford plants in Jefferson County resumed meetings
Tuesday evening, after a weekend layoff.

WWM1.110111.MMIWILIMWO16111.1LIMMILIIIIIIV

•

Reg. '8.95

Come In And See Why Everybody Shops At Uncle Jeff's

a

0

BAGGIES
(Slacks)
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.•••
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NUFtS
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Miss
S. 15t
01. :
M. Iii
Mrs. J
322, M
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David
Murra
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Ruby
Dexter
Route
Caroly
Murra
Johns*
Wesley
Ch a pe
Sharo
Miller
Melod
Hall,
Boyd,
Mrs. B
Baby
Mrs.:
1, Alm
and
Mayfie
201 S.
Blanc
Mrs.
Lynn
Parks,
Paris,

.
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Central Shopping Center

BOY'S

saw im im•im•al

6 Hebrew month
7 Gratuity
8 Kind of c heese
1 Shade tree
9 Prohibtt
4 Semi prectous
10 The self
stone
11 Speck
9 Article of
16 ISsncl
lumnure
18 ClerIcal collar
12 Brown knit
20 The sun
13 Enthustastd
22 Beam
14 Time gone by
23 Beneath
15 Shoots
ti!flDEMPIP
24 Compass
17 Cokwful btrd
Ptunt
19 Parcels of land
26 Dr inks
21 Parent
(collop
28 Riser in
Soberta
22 Trash
25 Tolle unlawfully 29 South Arnerecan
s
40 Pece of timber 50 Residence
27 Batch of
animal
cloth
51 Man's
41 Mans
30 Snapptsh
31 Number
wkname
nrckname
32 Measure of
32 Sattsfactory
52 Change color of
44 Mosmg part of
weight
34 Cyprinood ftsh
54 Flytng mammal
motor
tette
Ethtopian
33
35 Uppermost
46 Gots ntcknarne 55 Falsehood
35 Powerful
part
56 Sea eagle
48 Final
person
36 large tub
59 Sun god
37 Contuncton
39 A state (abbr. ) 49 Wager
38 Florida Indians
41 Owlish land
Ititi. 4 dial (RAZ9 1111
3
7
1
TAY
MI *so
dtvcson
APs.1!
13
42 Jog
17
43 aid, beetle
3.:.II
0
17
44 Moist earth
Sill
.55:
45 Indefinite
II
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0
1 WWME
MAW6:
47 Festive
aIii.'g 21
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49 Probbrted
aaa28 29 al
111
:
if.:
"
53 Chance
"
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31
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40ik"
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58 Old
r
34
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A
60 Ventilate
-•
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a
1i '
18
Si Spread lot
drytng
62 Smallest
number
63 Number
egM..1:4.4e Ml..•
54 55a
53
49a 5 I
DOWN
Brtter vetch
Cut
Detace
Jason's ship
Snail

The
become the slim trim person that you
would like to be. Odrinex has been used
successfuHy by thousands all over the
country for 14 years. Get rid of excess
tat and live longer.
Odrinex is a tiny tablet and easily
swallowed Contains no dangerous drugs
No starving, No special exercises
Odrinex Plan cucts $3.25 and the large
economy size $5 25.
You must lose ugly fat or your
money will be refunded No questions
asked Accept no substitutes. Sold with
this guarantee by.

The agreement between Yariv and Gamazy left one provision of the Kissinger agreement
to be clarified: the Oct. 22
cease-fire line to which Israeli
forces are supposed to withdraw. The location of those positions has to be worked out.

PANT
SUITS

as

cur

ACROSS

1
2
3
4
5

in addition to the prisoner exchange, the two generals
worked out arrangements to
put into effect four of the other
five points of the cease-fire
agreement negotiated by U.S.
Secretary of State Henry A.
Kissinger last week.

•
Uncle Jeff's Clothing it Shoe Deportment

Crossword Puzzle

II

FAT
WEIGHT
OVER
°dirties Plan can help you

- 10,000 BTU Output from
each burner
-Provides Gas range performance
-Operates from a small
propane bottit- ha:laded with
stove
-Light compact-folds like a
't

wind
baffles
--Folding
protects against drafts

-$26

.PACK STOVE
Model 54jugs__.1 .1

57 •

0 1••••••• 101011_••••101011••••••••••_111
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sell It With A Classified

Ad

5C3a:19 1 6

••46k-••
•

Hospital Report

2. Noce

November 9, 1973
ADULTS 98
NURSERY 7
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
-DISMISSALS
Miss Dorothy Sue Loftin, 204
S. 15th, Murray, Joe Smith
Oldham, Route 1, Almo, Gene
M. Dodd, 605 S. 9th, Murray,
Mrs. June Gossum Wilson, Box
322, Murray, Mrs. Mary Brown
104 No 13th
Wilson, Box 123, Hazel, William
David Flora, 510 S. 11th,
7 5 3-0 3 7 3
Murray, Mrs. Linda Sue
Adams, 1505 Oak, Murray, Mrs
••••••
Ruby Rebecca Duncan, Route 1,
Dexter, Mrs. Lula Bell White,
ADVERTISING
Route 1, Benton, Mrs. Janice
DEADLINES
Carolyn Wilson, 1631 Catalina,
All display ads, classified
Murray, Mrs. Janice Faye
and
regular
Johnson, Route 5, Murray, John •display
Wesley Hutson, 1604 Martins •display, must be submitted
y 12 noon, the day before
Chapel Rd., Murray, Mrs.
publication.
Sharon Ann Jackson, 1639
All reader classifieds
Miller, Murray, Miss Ann
must be submitted by 4
Melody Brazier, 7298 Regents
.m. the day before
Hall, Murray, Miss Linda Gail
ublication.
Boyd, 1004 Sharpe, Murray,
_ •••4114
Mrs. Brenda Kay Howell, and
Baby Girl, Route 2, Benton,
Mrs. Beverly June Hicks, Route
1, Almo, Mrs. Lanett Townsend
and Baby Boy,
Box 651,
Mayfield, Joseph Earl Littleton,
201 S. 8th, Murray, Mrs.
Blanche D. Lassiter, Hamlin„
Mrs. Ulvie Waters, Route 1,
You're
Lynn Grove, Mrs. Letha Cole
Way
.9 head
Parks, Crestview Rest Home,
with
Paris,'Venn.
(ran
.4ds
Neon sIgns are made of gasfilled tubes.

OPEN
SATURDAYS
Til Christmas

6. Help Wanted

2. Notice

2. Notice

6. Help Wanted

22. Musical

15. Articles For Sale

EXPERIENCED MAN for front
end alignment and brake work. WANTED
RESPONSIBLE
Phone Paris, Tenn., 1-901-642-3671 person to keep two small children GE 23", black and white console
television. Nice maple cabinet,
8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
in my home. Phone 753-6107.
plays good. $60.00. Phone 437
4260.

NO TRESPASSING on land of
J.W. Butler. Trespassers without
permission will face consequences.

STEREO UNIT. Practically new
and letting go for half price.
The
Consists of Garrard turn table,
AM-FM stereo radio, tape unit,
head phone and mike jacks, plus
Opportunity
10.
Business
Help Wanted
CREOSOTE POLES,8' to 20' and two 4'x2' speaker units. Phone
NEED EXTRA cash? Spare treated fence posts. Murray 753-7903 or 753-6221 ask for Don.
Time! Details, sample free. Lumber Company, 104 Maple
Many Special
Rosebud Sykes, 406 South 4th Street.
PIANO SALE. As low as $595.00.
Street.
7'4!
Bargains
across
Apply In Person
LARGE QUANTITY of birch Lonardo Piano Company,
TenParis,
Office,
Post
from
Come out and see'
cabinet doors and drawers. 75
.
19 12. Insurance
Also.. visit the
cents each. May be seen at 1600 nessee.
Ladies Sportswear
See Ted Maggard,
FOR YOUR insurance needs for Keenland.
BALDWIN PIANOS and organs.
Store, next door.
automobile, home
owner,
Rent to purchase plan. Lonardo
Manager
carpet
MAKE
BEATEN
down
business, farm, mobile homes,
Piano Company, across from
901 Coldwater Road
nap
at
doorways
bright
and
fluffy
contact Wilson Insurance & Real
Near 5 Points
again with Blue Lustre. Big K, Post Office, Paris, Tennessee.
Estate, phone 753-3263.
753-9266
CHRISTMAS ISN'T that far
Belaire Shopping Center.
away! Let Avon help you make
G.E. CLEARANCE Sale-8 track
holiday money. As an Avon 14. Want To Buy
THIS SPOT that spot, traffic
stereo tape players. Automatic
Representative, you can earn
paths too, removed with Blue
APPROXIMATELY lo acres,
record changer, audio systems,
extra cash-and it's easy and
Lustre carpet shampoo. Kwik•
duo-mode systems, tri-mode
six miles
fun! Call or write Glenda Duke, non tillable land, five or
Pik Market, Five Points.
aist-Anif Found
Phone 492-8837
systems, four channel sound
P.O. Box 3247, Paducah, Ky. from Murray.
systems, FM-AM-FM stereo
8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
LOST BLACK and white walker 42001, 443-3366.
receiver. While they last.
dog with brown head. Lost east of
ILIIIMIsW110111.11LWI• I WILL be buying all kinds of furs
Model-Reg. Price-Sale Price
•Parts
Mt. Carmel Baptist Church.
again this season. Thanks for last COLOR TELEVISION, Sears, M-8616 $62.95 $49-88
HELP WANTED
Persons with information call
year's business. Highway 641 portable. Also 18,500 BTU air SC2705 $124.95 $99.95
753-6226. Reward offered for0 We are expanding our sales0
•New 8 Used
South, 2 miles from shopping conditioner. Phone 753-7490.
t
oree
and
need
SC2005 $124.95 $109.95
good
sales
meng
return.
center, Murray, Kentucky.
nd women in this area.
SC2015 $159.95 $126.95
0 Douglas Shoemaker, Phone 753Equipment
0 With assets in excess of 8500d
SC2305 $199.95 1154.95
6. Help Wanted
CARPET SALE
illion. our national companyj 3375.
SC3300 $209.95 $168.95
and Tractors
"Buy
Good Carpet Cheap"
Ois
greatly
expanding
its
salest
SC3205 $259.95 $199.95
TEXAS REFINERY Corp. offers
ARE YOU interested in selling
plenty of money plug cash force. We urgently need
your farm. We have cases daily 7 truck loads of shags, Hi-Lo 40 watts peak music, power on
can,
bonuses, fringe benefits to drepresentatives who good;
for all types of farms. We have pattern, plush rubber back- our most deluxe set. Roby Sales,
BAKE
SALE
Saturday, mature individual in Murray produce results. But we will, the buyers who are interested. $3.95 sq. yd. while it lasts. Also Highway 68, Benton, Kentucky.
November 17, 9:00 a.m., Roses in area. Regardless of experience, train people with potential, Contact Wilson Real Estate 753- vinyl cushion floor $2.23 sq.
the Central Shopping Center, airmail A.K. Pate, Pres., Texas $sales ability.
3263; Wayne Wilson, broker, 753- yd. Some indoor-outdoor $1.59 SPECIAL HOLIDAY prices on
You can earn up to 8200 to0 5086; Loretta Jobs realtor sq. yd. Other carpet $2.99 sq. New pianos and organs-used
soonsored by Gamma Gamma Refinery Corp., Box 711, Ft.
0
A$300 a week to start and go on0 associate 753-6079; Ronnie Pea, yd. Big stock, while it lasts. pianos. JiStB Music. Phone 753Chapter, Beta Sigma Phi.
Worth, Texas 76101
P
A up from there. Annual ear-d 435-5792.
Paschall Discount House, 7575.
pi ik Ni I s
pnings of $15,000 to $25,000 and'
South
Hazel, Tenn., Hwy. 641
VES,51R... I'D LIKE TO
PRINCIPALS
more are not unusual.
INSTRUMENT RENTAL or
S., 498-9133.
PROTEST A GRADE THAT
ANY
U.S.
silver
OFFICE .'
coins,
also
0 No canvasing qualified
purchase. We don't rent for 8
MY TEACHER GAVE ME
collections, one piece or more.
Oleads are furnished.
ON OUR LAST TEST_
GAS STOVE, Imperial house weeks we rent as long as you
Phone Bill Harris, 753-6371.
OCall or Write....
size, $50.00. Gas Heater, room want. On cash sales only through
'
t
aT.J. Alexander
size $20.00 and roll-a-way bed,,December 15th we offer 20 per
O/:.:7.:,/,
WANT
BUY
large
farm,
with
TO
"
\
Life & Casuality Co.P'
cent off on all Con and Selmer
or without house, in Calloway $10.00. 489-2590
;1200 Broadway
Instruments. Shackleton's 612
E County.
Phone 762-2557
5Paducah. Ky.
C
Sewing Machines 11111 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
t42001
FA
P
A Phone 443-1192
HEPossE.SFD SINGER Deluxe PIANO
TUNING-repair/ 15 Articles For Sale
BLONDIE
equal opportunity0
t
zig-zag, heavy duty with carring rebuilding. Prompt.expert serEITHER YOU BUY
WE WAS A VERY
AND I'M NOT
ompan;An"
TRUCK LOAD tire sale. Custom case, pick up payments, $13.00 vice. Rebuilt pianos for sale. Ben
IT, OR I'LL.
PERSUASIVE
A GUY WHO
premium 4 ply polyester white month or pay cash balance W. Dyer, Murray, Kentucky.
PUNCH YOUR
SALES
LIKES TO
wall:
Murray Singer Sewing Center, Phone 753-8911
TFC
LIGHTS
APPROACH
FOOL
..,WiaiNTED MOBILE home ser- F78x14" or 15-$1888 + $2.27 BelAir Shopping Center.
AROUNDy
Our
G78x14"
or
15"--$19.67
+
$2
80
vice man. Experienced only
I
SALE-Sewing 23. Exterminating
apply. Bill's Mobile Home, High- H78x14" or 15"-$20.52 + $3.01 CLEARANCE
L78x14" or 15"-$21.93 + $3.31 machines. Brother heavy duty,
way 641, Murray.
Wide 60 series with raised white full size model number 1381, KELLY'S TERMITE and Pest
letters:
Regular $79.95, now only $44.97. Control, phone 753-3914, 100 South
OPENING FOR Cook, full time
Heavy
duty zag zag, model 621, 13th Street "Every day you
$2.89
+
15"-$27.83
G60x14".
or
employment. Good salary, apRegular
$99.95, now only, $63.56. delay lets bugs have their way."
prdximately 35 hours per week. L60
Deluxe
zig
$3.49
zag model number FOR THE best in pest control
15"-$31.79
+
or
L60x14"
Contact Seven Seas Restaurant
751, regular $159.95, now only service and termite control call
Highway 641 North. Formerly GR70
Steele Radial white wall, the $114.37. Roby Sales, Highway 68, Superior Exterminating ComCaptain's Kitchen.
Benton, Kentucky
40,000 mile tire:
pany.753-7266.
TFc'
THE PHANTOM
GR70x14" or 1.5"-$36.31 + $3.08
/
$3.33
HR70x14" or 15"-$37.50 +
19. Farm Equipment
24. Miscellaneous
LR70x14" or 15"-$39.47 + ;3.70
,e -I
5.
Full time person who is
Roby Sales, Highway 68, Benton, AC-86 COMBINE, good condition FIREWOOD FOR sale. Phone
willing to work hard with
Kentucky
and chain saw. Phone 753-8156 or 753-7580.
worlds largest discount
753-6401.
1
2 price sale,
POOL TABLES-/
shoe company. Above
BATTERIES $8.95 to $14.95. Any
while they last. 44", regular
minimum wage salary, 35
car, discount to dealers. Atomic
$24.86, now only $12.43. 60" 20. Sports Equipment
hours weekly maybe more.
batteries, 401 North 4th Street,
regular $49.60, now only $24.80.
Murray, 753-8572.
Benton,
Roby Sales, Highway 68,
Apply in person to
141
/
2
' CHEROKEE boat, trailer,
Big K Shoe Department
Kentucky.
18 H.P. Johnson motor, one 1969 CHEVY II, Nova SS, body
See Mr. Terhune
swivel seat. Phone 753-6885 after only. In good condition, nice
LOOKING FOR an unusual gift?
interior. 1967 Chevelle, new 4
5:30 p.m.
Give an art piece sculptured by
speed transmission. New 396-375
GOOD EXPERIENCED and nature; varnished and hand
HP engine, 100 per cent
reliable body man wanted. 753- polished driftwood with assorted BASS BOAT, 15' tri-hull, swivel guaranteed. Body average, could
BEATLE BAILEY
6035.
decorations. Phone 753-2415 or seat, battery, gas tank, carpeted, be repaired cheap. Can be seen at
2,000 pound capacity trailer,6 ply
I FIGURED I
AND Wi-IERE ARE
see at 1628 Farmer Ave.
Walston Auto Repair Dixieland
DON'T NEEL'
tires. Phone 435-5323.
MIGG BOSLEY.'
ALL T1405E REA"'
SYLVANIA TV attendants for
Shopping
Center, Murray.
./NtoRE
5
A
7/4E4
ycu
DRE59E5
I DIDN'T Kriatid•
County MOBILE HOMES underpenned
Murray
Calloway
USED To WEAR?!
you WORE
experience
Phone 753-3938 or 753-5461.
Hospital area no
18' PONTOON boat, Rebuilt, FALL
FENCE sale, now through
required. Must be able to meet
pontoons filled with styrafoam.
November 26. For free estimate
the public and keep accurate SKINNY-MINI stacked washer Make great duck blind. Call 753Call Larry Lyles at Sears, 753records. Highly motivated person and dryer. Phone 437-4171.
9349 after 5:00 p.m.
2310.
will get this permanent part-time
4a•-••
position. For interview, write to 1970 CATALINA Pontiac, all WESTHOLT TENT camper RUMMAGE SALE, Saturday,
Box 32D, Include phone number. power, two door hardtop, air $350.00, call 489-2483.
November 17, American Legion
WI
tre
Is.
conditioned. One owner. Old
Do not contact hospital!.
Hall, 7:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m.
bedstead, one desk, almost new
Clothes, furniture, many other
22. Musical
0•
EXPERIENCED sewing machine, old buffet. Lots
items. A lot of hand made Xmas
WANTED
tractor trailer driver. Apply in of dishes of all kinds. Two TV's, G.E. CLEARANCE SALE-8 gifts. 15 party I.
person to Mr. Waller at Paschall floor lamp, two mirrors. Phone track stereo tape players.
Truck Lines. An equal op- 753-4716.
NANCY
Automatic record changer, audio ANTIQUE RADIOS, excellent
portunity employer."
system,
duo-mode systems, tri- condition, all electric. Phone 437MAYBE I'LL
BLUE LUSTRE not only rids
THIS WAY I
four chrome 4314 after 4:00 p.m.
systems,
mode
carpets of soil, but leaves pile soft
ASK SLUGGO
CAN'T LOSE
OH, BOY--FM-AM-FM
and lofty. Rent electric sham- sound systems,
TO PULL IT
VITAMINS,
A TURKEY
They last. NATURAL
receiver.
While
stereo
pooer $1.00. Western Auto, home
WITH ME
Murray's largest selection arid
Price
WISHBONE
Price-Sale
Model-Reg.
of Wishing Well Gift Shop."
lowest prices. Hudson vitamins
M8616
$62.95
$49.88 franchise. Holland Drugs.
AUTUMN, MINK stole. Call 753- SC2705
$124.95
$99.95
8129.
SC2005
$124.95
$109.95 CARPORT SALE, shoes, clothes,
SC2015
$159.95
$126.95 records, albums, odds and ends.
SC2305
$199.5
$154.95 801 North 19th Street, off College
$209.95
$168.95 Farm Road
Check Price and Quality SC3300
SC3205
$259.95
$199.95
before buying your
40 watts peak music, power on GUN CABINET, roll top desk,
rre
our most deluxe set. Roby Sales chair, roto-tiller 102 ton chain fall.
LIU ABNER
Highway 68, Benton, Kentucky. 474-2236 or J di B Market, 94 East.
AR FIRES - RUN !!SADIE CAUGHT A HUSBAND. THE
,._
WHEN AR FIRES AGIN-SADIE RUNS!!
OTHER SPINSTERS OF DOGPATCH
TH'PORE SOUL SHE KETCHES GOTTA MARRsi
LIKED THE IDEAMAYOR
HER,AN'NO /WIN'FO' MERCY !!
HAWKINS
We Sell at Wholesale
SUMMONS
SAT., NOV. 17, 1973 7 a.m. to 2 p.m.
THE
Prices
LOCAL
'- --- 785 C4iIrstnut Street
TAL"HarrtS

Mens Store
Outlet

ESTES'

Ceramic Arts

NIGHT
MANAGER

Opening
Soon

Long John Silvers
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We insure castles
if you own
or rent.
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-AND THE.
SADIE HAWKINS DAY
RACE E5ECAME AN ANNUAL(5?-4u01>EFtf)
EVENT WHICH SPREAD ALL OVER
THE WORLD!!
Cctrikr-r.•

44/
L
a.11.1111-41111

210E.
Main

14.
4753-0489

Pi Antennas
& Towers

nt Senile" CetiteiCentral Shopping Center
753-5865

RUMMAGE SALE

•CLOTHES

Teens, Children.
:__Aaby's, Maternity, Coats

Men, Women,

•BABY ITEMS - Mattress, 2 Walkers
Typewrittilacuum Cleaner,Wig,Lamps

FIREWOOD-cut to order.
IMISCELLANEOUS
Phone 436-7= or 753-5145

VP-7111111MOr

KENTUCKY
THE LEDGER & TIMES - MURRAY,

To Place Your
Ledger & Times...
27. Mobile Home Sales

26. TV-Radio

41.
jrA. lar'minrsiroi Rent

t34. House§

black and MOBILE HOME 10 by 50, natural DELUXE TWO bedroom unUSED 23" zerdeth
gas, Fox Meadows D-2, $2,600 or furnished apartment. Central 609
641 PET Shop, 7 miles north of
SYCAMORE,
three
white TV in working condition
offer. 75343518.
Murray, Kentucky. Irish Setter
built-ins,
tile
bath,
baths,
heat
and
air,
bedrooms,
two
carpeted,
$25-00, Phone 7516686.
puppies, tiny toy poodles,
carpeted, references required. electric heat, air conditioned.
60 by 12 HOUSE Trailer on large Phone 753-7724 or 753-2409 Garden spot. References and
cockers, chihuahuas, gerbles and
CLEARANCE SALE,G.E. multi- private tot in Blood River Subhampsters, fish and supplies.
evenings.
deposit required. $140.00. Phone
band radios.
division. Call 436-2427.
after 5;00 p.m. 753-2376. THREE BABY ball calves. Phone 753-1862 or 753-9457.
^
753-2835
Phone 492-8614. ---GARAGE SALE, Saturday, Nov. 3 band models P-4920. Regular
TWO BEDROOM furnished
17, 8:00 am to 5:00 p.m., 915 $36.95. Sale Price $29.88. 5 band EXTRA NICE 8'1E35',trailer, apartment, electric heat, air
models
P-4950. Regular $49.95. carpeted and air. Boyd's Trailer
Waldrop Many baby items, crib
conditioned. To married couple 401 SOUTH Ilth Street, three
with matching dresser, boys Sale Price $38.88. 7 band models Park, Highway 94 East.
DOGS.
with or without one child. No bedrooms, carpeted, gas heat, air BIRD
Champion
P-4980.
Regular
$124.95.
Sale
clothing, toys and games.
conditioned. References and bloodlines. Pointers and setters.
pets.
Lowell
King,
1103
Price $89.88. 8 band models P- NO DOWNPAYMENT-Bill's
deposit required. $115.00. Phone Phone Benton 527-9759 after 5:30
4960. Regular 26495. Sale Price Mobile Homes, Murray, Ken- Sycamore.
753-2835, after 5:00 753-2376.
p.m.
$49.88. 12 band models P-4990. tucky and Paducah, Kentucky.
Price
Sale
a
$199.95.
Regular
A BUSINESS without a sign is
For qualified veterans with FURNISHED APARTMEN
sign of no business. Hanna Sigr. $139.88. Roby Sales, Highway se, approved credit. Own the mobile one bedroom, air conditioned,
TFC Benton, Kentucky.
Company,753-8346.
home of your choice. Quality miles out on 121. Couple or sin
lime with no closing cost. Also boy. Phone 7534139 or
available up to 15 year rate
financing at 10 percent down. TWO BEDROOM Duplex; fully
Phone Murray 753-7303 or carpeted, central heat and air
stove furnished, attic storage;
Paducah 443-6150.
garbage disposal, all yard work
... the look and feel
TAKE OVER payments on house kept up by owner. Located
of the Old West
trailer, 12':40', all electric. Puryear Heights Subdivision in
Phone 437-4735.
Tenn. 10 miles out of Murray,
Call 247-5240 before 2:00.
SALES CONSULTANTS HOME PHONES:
12'x54' LAMAR Mobile home,two
/
2 baths. Phone 753- UNFURNISHED TWO bedroom
bedrooms, 11
1386 after 5:00 p.m.
753-4910
Ron Talent
duplex aparment to couple or
tight
couple with one child. Call 492-

Colt's Single Action .22's

Continued on Page 15
AUCTION SALE, Saturday,
November 17, 10:00 a.m. at the
late R.P. Bevins home, three
miles south of Sedalia, Kentucky
on the Lynnville Highway. Will
sell a lot of nice antique and
usable furniture, a collection of
good depression glass, lots of old
collector's items. Also a large lot
of shop, garden and hand tools,
rubber tired wagon, hog feeder,
Warm Morning and oil stove,

502 Maple Street - Phone 753-4342

Matching Properties With People
753-8958

TWO BEDROOM, 10 x 50' house FURNISHED, FOUR bedroom
trailer. 3 blocks from University and efficiency apartments near
on private lot. Available now. university. Ideal for students,
Call 753-7833 or 753-5709.
phone 753-7575.

Now available in .22 caliber
versions are the two classic
. Colt's single action revolvers
of the Old West. Both the
Peacemaker .22 and the New
Frontier .22 offer the color
case hardened frames and
smooth, dependable action
that are part of Colt's tradition.
They are available in a variety
of barrel lengths and may be
purchased with an optional
extra cylinder in .22 W R
Magnum caliber.

FOX MEADOWS and Coact*
Estates Mobile Home Parks.
Small parks. Superior ac- EFFICIENCY ROOMS for girls,
commodations. Residential area. private entrance, carpeted,
central heat and air. Phone 753South 16th Street, 753-3855
2377.

LOCAL COUPLE wants to rent
unfurnished two bedroom house
or apartment. Phone 753-4759
after 5:00 pm

Member

TWO IS THE MAGIC NUMBER of bedrooms in this brick
norne-on 18th Street. Real neat little place with a big back
yard. Ideal home for small family. Let us help to make it
yours.
WANT A BIG OLDER HOME with a nice monthly income
tossed in extra? Take a look at this charming home on South
11th. Large den, modern kitchen with built-ins, 4 bedrooms,
all the space you expect to find in this type home. Priced
below $25,000.00.

ONE BEDROOM furnished UNFURNISHED-FULLY
apartment, electric heat and air carpeted two bedroom house,
conditioned. Close to university. electric heat, well. oocated in
Real nice. Phone 753-4478 or 753- country. Phone 489-2646 or 4892648.
6199.

C. Bailey Hendricks..-.753-7638

of Multiple Listing Service -

AN OLD DEAR, ALL SPRUCED UP, waiting for a loving
„family. Living and dining rooms have high ceilings and a bit
of'stained glass in the window. Six rooms and bath downstairs with 3 rooms plus 2nd bath up that needs a little more
fixing. Looks real neat in her aluminum siding, sitting there
on the big 110':450'lot. Lots of home for 212,800.00.

SLEEPING ROOMS for men,
furnished, private entrance, air
conditioned, refrigerator.
Zimmerman Apartments, South
16th Phone 753-6609.

753-1607

A HOME TO CATCH YOUR EYE. In Lynnwood Estates on
large lot. Country living with city conveniences. Central heat
and air, city water, fireplace in den-kitchen combination,
carpets, garage, all in this 3 bedroom brick home. Good price
of $26,900.00.

TIME FOR INCOME TAX INVESTMENTS: Let your money
work for you. Invest in this apartment building on North 16th
Street. Has 6 apartments, building is brick and nearly new.
Now grossing $800 monthly.

necessary for the Murray Water System to
flush the fire hydrants Friday night, November
16th. The flushing will begin about 10:00 p.m. and
will be completed during the night. If there is any
discoloration in your water when first turned on
Saturday morning, flush well before using. We
1 are sorry for any inconvenience, but it is
required that we do this twice a year.
Murray Water & Sewer System

THE PERFECT TAX SHELTER INVESTMENT!! We offer
for your inspection a 3 bedroom house, a duplex, a mobile
home and eleven 11) one bedroom houses. All but one are
furnished; Let one of our salespeople discuss the merits of
purchasing a package deal such as this one for saving money
and building your estate.
THIS HAS BEEN FOR SALE FOR A LONG TIME. Have you
thought about what it has to offer? The lot is 100 x 250 and is
located at 1311 Main St. on one of the busiest streets in town.
There are nine units that bring in almost $600 a month. We
think it is a good buy for someone who wants to make money.
It is priced at 40,000 dollars. For additional information give
us a call.
COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT PROPERTY on S. 12th St.
and with frontage on Glendale Rd. This is a large tract with a
lot of potential. For additional information give us a call.

OWNER IS FIXING AND CLEANING up this small frame
home on South 9th Street. He has carpeted the downstairs
and put in a new kitchen and bath. Needs a bit more on the
upstairs but he is working on it. Can be bought for less than
$11,000.00.

WANT A BUSINF-SS ALL YOUR OWN? Here is a proven
money maker. A downtown restaurant that has an outstanding business. The price includes all stock, fixtures, and
inventory. Possession with bill of sale. Buy now and take
advantage of the heavy holiday sales.

PRETTY MAPLE TREES, Privacy fence, big back
yard, closao shopping center, brick home with 3 bedrooms,
/
2 baths. Sound good? Let us show you.
extra office space, 11
You'll be glad you looked.

9 ACRES ON HWY.94 just across the railroad tracks. There
is over 1300 feet of highway frontage.

NORTH OF STELLA is a very comfortable brick home on a
large wooded lot. Immaculate with 3 bedrooms,2 baths, neat
kitchen. Large 2 car garage out back will make excellent
clean-up shop, antique shop or just a big garage for boats,
cars,etc...If city living out of town is for you, so is this house.
Call...You will like it!

ACME & DINGO - AMERICAN WALKER - JOHNSONIANS - DINGO ROYAL BARONS - COWTOWN
HANDMADE BOOTS - DAN POST HANDMADE BOOTS BLUE DENIM BOOTS - TEXAS BRAND
BOOTS - MINNETONKA MOCCASIN SADDLE OXFORDS & SPORTOCCASIONS

EVERY WOMAN DREAMS OF A KITCHEN like this one
Unbelievable cabinet space, cooking island, outstanding
lighting. All rooms are large and spacious, den has fireplace.
Three bedrooms,2 baths, and all extra features you expect to
find in a home of this quality. Located on one of Murray's
better streets and priced the way you will like.

VERNON'S SHOE STORE
PRE-CHRISTMAS SALE!!
Come and Lay-Away Now for Christmas

IF I HAD A HAMMER and a little imagination, I could
turn this nine room home into a first rate family home with a
room for everybody. Or I could turn it into a nice 3 bedroom
home with a rental apartment upstairs. The location is close
to the schools and off the busy streets. It's priced at only
$15,000. Call us to take a look!
OLDER HOMES HAVE CHARM. This well cared for home
on Elm near the hospital has all the space most families need
in quiet neighborhood near schools. Under $20,000.00.
WHAT A VIEW OF KENTUCKY LAKE you will have from
the oversized deck of your 3 bedroom home in Keniana
Shores. Central heat and air and carpeting for added comfort. A bonus feature is the 2 bedroom basement apartment
that rents for $100.00 weekly during tourist season. Priced
now for only $29,500.00. To see is to buy.

40 Different Styles of

HI-PLATFORMS & HI HEELS
in Two Tones and Solid Colors

Master Charge
and Bank
Amencard Welcome

Chippewa, Carolina, Weinbrenner
Thorogood, Hawk Eye, Texas, Acme,
Cowtown, Endicott, Johnson.

With or Without Safety Toes
lace tip and PüliCi
--Wedge Soles, Plain and -Mx- Toe

I
- LAY-A-WAY NOW AT VERNON'S-SHOUSTORE-'''Arcadia, across from Central St-topping Center

60 ACRES ON 121 East. There's about 30 atIres tillable and
the rest is in timber. Good building site. Only $22,500.
143 ACRES ON BROOKS CHAPEL ROAD. Presently there
are about 80 acres tillable and the rest is in timber. Some of
the farm is under fence and there is water on the farm. A
bulldozer could add more tillable acreage. Let us show this to
you. It's only 140,000.
30 ACRE FARM NEAR Ky. Lake. It's the ideal place to get
away from it.41/1. Build your vacation retreat here for the
maximum enjoyment and quietness. It's only $8,500.
14 ACRES on 641 South. Excellent highway frontage Could
be subdivided. Owner will finance. All for just $20,000.

425 ACRES North of Almo. 350 acres are fenced. About 300
acres tillable. This is an excellent farm in tip-top condition.
Owner will finance. $148,750.00.

i

Some Insulated Boots

30 ACRES just 2 miles south of Murray. The land is all
tillable, is under fence and has a stock barn. The home is a
Brick, 4 bedroom ranch with a basement. It is also on a paved
road. Let us show this to you. It's only $53,000.

:READY FOR NEW OCCUPANTS in Kingswood Subdivision.
f Well built, clean home in good repair offers 3 bedrooms, 2
4 baths, large kitchen-den combination, central heat and air
I? and garage. Can all this be available for less than $26,000.00?

0

FOOT-so-Port
Health Shoes for
Men & Women

One efficiency apartment located behind University Inn
Available Now

57 ACRES of subdivision land. Some of it fronts on the 121
Bypass and some fronts on N 16th St. $136,000,

Sizes: Some style Boys' 31
/
2 to Men's 12, 13,
14 and 15- Widths AA-EEEE
Savings from 90 to '18
on Sale Shoes
-New Styles-

One 2 bedroom apartment available Nov. 15th. $150.00 per
month.

REPEAT AFTER ME-Do you take this 4 bedroom home
with drapes and carpets, large family room with fireplace,
21
/
2 baths, formal dining room, large kitchen with all builtins, double garage and extra large lot in one of the best
subdivisions in Murray, to be your very own? For only
$44,500? THEN for crying out loud, call us at 753-4342 to say
"I do."

QUIET LIVING in a home everyone can afford only 2 miles
/
2 acres. 2 bedroom home in good confrom city limits on 11
dition, only $8,600.00.
NOTHING'S CHEAP-On today's market but balk is free.
Let's get together and talk about this 3 bedroom frame home
in Hardin. It has a real nice yard, a large eat-in kitchen, is on
city water and sewer. There is an extra room that can be
used as a fourth bedroom, a study, or a den. Priced to sell at
$23,000. Call for an appointment.

80 ACRES ON 641 SOUTH. This farm has a stock barn, 2
tobacco barns, 3.45 acres of tobacco base, is all fenced, and
has a year around spring. Has Highway frontage and a home,
Let us show this to you. Priced at $75,000
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70 ACRES on the Perry Rd. just North of Alino Heights.
There are about 26 tillable acres, 30 acres of pasture, and the
rest in timber. Some fence. Old home could be made liveable.
It's not overpriced at $21,000. 10 acres corn base.
80 ACRES southof Lynn Grove. Nearly all tillable. Just grow
beans and wheat and let it make money. It's only $21,500.

HIGHLAND OAKS SUBDIVISION. Neat 3 bedroom home
6 lots in Sherwood Forest at $1,800 each: 6
lots in Sherwood
with all the built-ins, carpet and storage you could want.
Forest at $3.000 each; 1 lot in Grove Heights at
Available now for only $21,500.00.
$2,500; lint in
amair.4
sillAY14911-4.32:41k-J-Jot Ut-K4ntsweastt-Soli!
,
aaa
•
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at 13,000; 1 lot on Keenland Dr. at
$3,300; 3 acr9 at
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Grove Highwvir-erleit- homw-911tIVraniral feat and air. Kirksey at $1,100 each: 2 lots near Kirkse) at
$1,350 each; I
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Call
753-1916

sell t With A Classified

A d 75C3a 1916

41. Public Sales

on Page 15

ALE, Saturday,
10:00 a.m. at the
vins home, three
Sedalia, Kentucky
ale Highway. Will
nice antique and
re, a collection of
in glass, lots of old
ns. Also a large lot
in and hand tools,
vagon, hog feeder,
ig and oil stove,

51. Services Offered
' 51. Services Offered
Another View
leo
41. Public Sales
Contiped from Page 14
SEAMLF-SS GUTTERS, baked
space will not permit me to BIG ANTIQUE
Auction Sale,
on enamel finish, guaranteed 30 TIMBER-LODGE on 'Tennitemize every little item. This is Saturday,
November 17, 410
years. For free detailed estimate Tucky Lake, Route 1, Springville,
not a dealer's sale. The mer- Jackson
complete
Street, Paris, Tenphone
Atkins Gutter service, Tennessee, will build
chandise has been handed down nessee, 10:00 a.m. Shorty
fireplaces, starting at onl
McMurray
753-8407
or
753-8992.
in the Bevins family for years. Bride
$695.00. Selection of stones
Auctioneer.
Come expecting a good all day
available. Satisfaction
B C CONSTRUCTION, Complete guaranteed. Phope 901-593sale.
„
For iniortha
basements, ready to live in If 3534.
- lion phone Chester AUCTION SALE, Saturday,
1.•
TFC
& Miller Auction Service 435-4042 November 17, 10:00 a.m., rain or
wanted,
garages,
patios
20 New 1974 Chevrolet Impala Custom Coupes, available
shine,
off
94
east
at
Highway,
or 435-4672.
sidewalks, retaining walls
in all colors, air, steering, brakes.
store, second blacktop from
driveways, etc. Also backhoe I WILL keep up to three babies or
AUCTION SALE, Saturday, Murray and at Lee's Grocery,
Danny Dick
work. Call 437-4734 or 437-4765. small children in my home.
SeeHugh
Wright
Phone 753-7276.
November 17, at 10:00 a.m. at the follow signs to E.C. Mohundro
J.H. Nix
Charlie Jenkins
home of the late One Kuykendall, farm.
WILL DO baby sitting in my
located at Jones Mill, Tenn., turn
"Where Better Deals Are Taylor Made"
home, weekdays. Phone 474-2377.
Farm sold, will sell apright and go past North Fork
proximately 600 pieces of his
Phone 753-2617
Hazel Hwy.
Church, turn left on second collection
bought at auctions
SCARBOROUGH PLUMBING dr
gravel road.
since his retirement. We will
Electric
offers
24
hour
Couch, chairs, step tables, have junk
from outbuildings, but
emergency service for well
coffee tables, antique table, will sell
most of day, the small
pumps, plumbing and electrical
lamps, mirror, pictures, two
things as follows-60 pieces of
problems. Phone 753-5543.
sewing rockers, several odd poplar
depression (set of places,
r..
S P. 00
chairs, two sets of springs and iris pitcher
r.
WILL DO baby-sitting in my
and matching piece
I mattress, nice cedar bed, iron and
other colored pieces),
home weekdays. Phone 753-7828.
Gerrald Boyd, Owner
bed, two roll top trunks, dressers, depression
IrTHE TOUGHER THiNC75 GET,'THE COOLERS
age pitchers, colored,
STOP BY OUR OFFICE AT 105 N. 12TH. ST. AND TALK
chests,sewing machine, real nice clear, pressed
209 S. 7th, Murray
GET"
and pattern, as
• OVER YOUR REAL ESTATE NEEDS WITH OUR
dining table and 6 chairs, antique well as
china, pitchers, cups,
53-1751
Painting
COURTEOUS SALESPEOPLE. WE ARE ALWAYS
dressers, coppertone refrigerator plates, salts
and peppers, odds 43. Real Estate
49.
Used
Cars
&
Trucks
• ANXIOUS TO HELP YOU.
with freezer across top, electric and sets,
and
CLEAN LEAVES and do hauling.
preserve stand,
HOME, with 2
BRICK
UR LISTINGS ARE:
IFOUR
stove, window fan, dishes, Japanese
Phone 753-4622.
figurines, heavy pot- LAND 61
Decorating
Kentucky
acres
on
/
2
COUNTRY
cooking utensils, flat irons, dutch tery plates,
FORD GALAXIE 500-1964, blue,
SM°
3
-BEDROOM
NICE
A
crocks and pitchers, Lake, near Jonathan Creek. Call
ovens, tea kettle, sausage mill, goose on
four door. Clean and good conacres of land. Block garage bldg., storage shed, also a
one pitcher, bottles, 354-8585.
WILL DO yard work and odd •
Interior & Exterior
dition. $250.00. Phone 753-6086.
cotton scales, several churns, green cans, metal
running spring, new well & pump. $25,500.00.
wall plates, 20
jobs. Phone 753-6769.
and
Local
Experience
cream cans, fruit cans, porch Victrola records,
1621 KEENLAND DRIVE-3-Bedroom, 2-Bath extra-nice
muffin rings,
swing, many more items too kettle, jugs, double
ForSAM 1972 GMC Suburban, make offer.
References
CLIP AND Save, having trouble
home, plus beautifully landscaped yard, including
Cola clock,
Phone 753-9554 before 1:00 p.m.
numerous to mention.
swimming pool. Owner has left town and anxious to sell. *
razor, damaged phone part,
removing spots and stains from
Auctioneer James E. Travis- plates, (Currier SE Ives) Grist BEAUTIFUL WOODED lot 141' x or 753-6641.
your carpet for the holiday
204' on U.S. Highway 641 South
278.
NEAR CONCORD, A double-wide mobile home. 3Mill scene, damaged large dough
season. Let us help you. Call 753For new home or mobile home.
Phone 436-5608
1971 FORD Country Sedan, six
bedrooms, electric heat. On large lot, 162 x 270.
tray, pitcher pump, grind stone,
5568 after 4:00 p.m.
Phone owner 753-0774.
AUCTION SALE. There will be corn sheller, saws,
passenger station wagon. Power
753-8278 753-9550
milk can,
another three hour or longer wood
NICE RESIDENTIAL LOT at 507 S. 11th., 75 x 243, lots of
barrels and kegs, gear, TWO LOTS with small block and air. Dark green with saddle
ROY HARMON'S Carpenter
All Work Guaranteed
auction sale at my shop, 1,'4 mile hand
shade.
tools, bull lead, a few house, good well, plenty of shade, interior. Clean 753-7228.
Shop ( old ice plant). Complete
west of Lynn Grove on Highway
squares of new brick siding, a on water line. Has out buildings,
COMMERCIAL LOT located on South 4th St., 100 x 183.
and
repairs,
JERRY'S REFINISHING dr remodeling
94 Friday night, November 16, kitchen
•
cabinet, roll foot board located at Almo Heights. Second 1967 CHEVROLET Caprice, 4 Custom Built Furniture, 6 miles cabinets, paneling, doors, for$6400.00.
starting at 5:30 p.m. Do your
After Hours
bedstead, turned leg dining table, house on right east of 641. Price door hardtop, vinyl top full South of Murray on Hwy. 641. mica work, finish carpentry,
Barbara Erwin
John Boyd
Christmas shopping with us, for small
power, air conditioned, 45,000
furniture and old cabinet $3500.00. Phone 753-4556.
Call 753 753-3579 •
Res. Phone-753-4136
James Majors
Jerry McCoy, owner. (502) 492- contracting. Phone 753-4124 or
we will have lots of good items of
miles $600.00. Phone 753-6235
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
radio.
753-0790
nights.
8837
TFC
good antique furniture, several
$10.00 DOWN and $10.00 per after 5:30 p.m.
14
tables of nice glass and china, Will offer 1966 Biscayne, good
lot
month will buy a large wooded
4 ;2;111;2;04..•"011.•-•41114ier NW -110."re .110.
loads of collector's items. There body, looks good and a 1949
PONTIAC
LEMANS-1969,
•
at Kemana Shores. Lake accesswill be wash bowls and pitchers, Dodge, all glasses, radiator, tires
central water-all weather maroon with black vinyl top,
old wall telephones, antique (junk). Eats available, not
streets. Phone 436-5320 or 436- extras. Good condition. Good gas
clocks, too many good items to responsible for accidents.
mileage. Phone 753-7941.
2473.
list separately. This sale will be Detailed announcements day of
40.
held inside. For information sale. Douglas Shoemaker in
1968 FORD pick-up V-8, 4;
4 ton,
phone Chester & Miller Auctior charge of sale. Phone Murray, 45. Farms For Sale
black and white. Call 753-9499
Kentucky 753-3375.
Service 435-4042 or 435-4672.
37 ACRE farm, two bedroom after 5 p.m.
house, 2 car garage on 641 North.
•ss 05 ;sty a 5 erwinnue-trinninstrermir 5- tra-iris 5055055111
Phone 753-3645 after 430 p.m.
Services Offered
BUDGET MINDED BUSINESSMAN-Will like this nice
frame home and new 28'x40' clean-up shop. You can have
GARAGE BUILDING, aluminum
your business and home with 3 bedrooms, 2 fireplaces,
46. Homes for Sale
siding, carports and additions.
located in Hazel and priced at only $9800.
Now is the time to build. Call
BY OWNER: Deluxe three Collect Mayfield 247-7672.
WANTING A SMALL FARM?-With a beautiful brick home,
bedroom, 2 bath brick home, just
situated on 5 acres off 94 west. Home on large shady lot,
outside city limits. Family room
has fireplace, nice drapes, all built-in appliances. Also
with fireplace, living room, wall LICENSED ELECTRICIAN.
good stock barn and farrowing shed.
to wall carpeting, draperies, Having trouble getting those
central heat and air, utility room, small jobs done? Call Ernest
BUILDING PROBLEM-Avoid the worries and high cost of
White 753-0605.
double garage, large lot.
building by purchasing this like new brick home west of
$28,500.00. Phone -753-2715. (No
Murray. Quality built with large paneled den, large atFriday night or Saturday calls.) JOHN'S REPAIR Service.
TRANSFERABLE,SIX PER CENT LOAN? Impossible? Not
FEATURED THIS WEEK is the four bedroom brick on HighPlumbing-electrical-roofing and
tractive kitchen, beautiful bath with large vanity. This
at ROBERTS REALTY! Payments on the above pictured
way 641 North. One of the many attractions to this house is
carpentry. Phone 753-5897 days or
one priced in mid 30's may be for you.
home, including taxes and insurance, are only $133.00 per
the full, dry basement. This would be ideal for the man who
47. Motorcycles
TFC
753-7625 nights.
month. This is a three bedroom brick with living room and
has
always
wanted
that
work
shop
or
the
kids
needing
a
SMALL ACREAGE-11 acres located about 6 miles north of
dining room. Carpeting and drapes included in price. Also
MINI TRAIL 50, like new. Can be FOR ALL your additionsrecreation room. To help fight the fuel crises there is a big
Murray. Excellent building site with view of resevoir.
has utility room with lots of storage. Unseen to the passerby
seen after 5:00 p.m. at 714 Olive remodeling, residential or
fireplace in the family room. For that large Thanksgiving
Property is fenced with 285' of highway frontage.
is the childs play-house, Japanese garden and beautiful
dinner, the formal dining room is perfect. All of this and
or phone nights 753-2888 or days commercial. New or old. Free
estimates, Call 753-6123.
TFC
weeping willow tree. All of this at the full price of $21,500.00.
more for $21,500.00.
753-5902.
150 ACRES-Southeast of Murray, would make an excellent

Dwain Taylor Corner

I

Complete
Radiator 8.
Heater Repair
SHOLAR
AUTO REPAIR
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•
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44.Lots

Delbert Collins

t your money
on North 16th
I nearly new

'T!! We offer
ex, a mobile
. but one are
be merits of
aving money

IE. Have you
x 250 and is
eets in town.
a month. We
nake money.
-mation give

on S. 12th St.
tract with a
is a call.

is a proven
has an outfixtures, and
ow and take

racks. There

. $150.00 per

iversity Inn

Thanksgiving is right around the corner!
One of the things at the top of the list to be thankful for is a comfortable
home. If you would like to improve your living standards or make a change
in location, see ROBERTS REALTY first.

cattle farm and the price is right. Year round water and is
partially fenced.

land is all
le home is a
o on a paved

tillable and
,500.

!sently there
ber. Some of
the farm. A
; show this to

place to get
here for the
$8,500.

PANORAMA SHORES-Excellent double-wide trailer on
block foundation with 1200' of living area. Home is completely furnished, has 11
/
2 baths,situated on large lot; also
has central heat and 4iz conditioning. Don't let this one
get away!
NEED A WORKSHOP?-Good building for automotive
clean-up, etc. with the advantage of a duplex and apartment for extra income of $135.00 per month. Located in
Murray and all zoned commercial for future potential.
Can be bought separate, call for details.

SP"

REALTY CO.

took barn, 2
fenced, and
and a home.

753-3597
304 Main, Murray, Ky.
HOME PHONES:
Robert Young
Keith Moffitt...753-5068
Bonnie Moffitt...753-5068
JODI sits ILILILIA2 2_121.9.12rn4-1/

n Sherwood
.500; lint in
sward'.SUIT:
; 3 acre it
!lots neai350 each; 1
0.500; 8 lots

ONLY TWO MINUTES FROM down-town Murray, on
beautiful, shady lot, is this three bedroom, brick home.
Living room„,dining room and kitchen. All newly
redecorated. Has garage and storage room. An extra good
buy at only $20,000.00.

753-2694
11_9

ILI

Q

SIGNS PAINTED. Phone 436-2107
MORRIS MANOR-1959 1000
after 5:00 p.m.
station wagon with Otood trim.
Phone 435-5323.
DOZER SERVICE D-6 caterOLDSMOBILE 98-1968, fully pillar. Phone 753-9807.
equipped, full power, good
condition. Phone 753-2553.
GUTTERING BY Sears. Sears
seamless gutters, installed per
your specifications. Call Larry
I,yles at 753-2310 for free
TFC
estimate.

NOTICE
IT'S BEEN SAID THAT NO TELEVISION

i. About 300
rp condition.

Just grow
21,500

NEED TO GET AWAY FROM IT ALLtSee us about the
beautiful cottage on a half acre of secluded land, overlooking
Kentucky Lake. Fireplace, colored TV., dishwasher, large
screened in porch and full basement. The Sportsman's
dream come true!

•••=11111111

:s on the 121

no Heights
ire, and the
de liveable.

FOR LESS THAN $20,000 you can be the owner of this thirty
acre farm with approximately twenty-six acres being crop
land. There is a livable house,tobacco barn, 1.7 tobacco base,
extra good stock barn and other out buildings.

DODGE SEDAN-1950. Fine TIMBER-LO1DGE of Tenncondition. Second owner. Phone Tucky lake, Route 1, Springville,
Tennessee will do your stone
753-5668.
work. Large selections of stone,
TIC
PLYMOUTH-1968 Fury II, air, Phone 901-593-3534.
steering and brakes. Excellent
condition. $700.00. Phone 753-3861 ROY'S LOCKSMITH Service
TFC
Phone Paris,642-6551.
or Lee's Upholstery 753-5154.

411OFFITT

Itage. Could
1,000.

A DELUXE, MINI, STORAGE BARN, well designed patio
and paved drive are outstanding features you can see as you
drive by the luxurjous three bedroom brick at 1502 London
Drive in Canterbury Estates. The inside is immaculate with
two baths, large family room with fireplace, kitchen with all
built-in equipment, living room and entrance hall; drapes
and carpet. Also has central heat and air conditioning. All of
this for less than $40,000.0Q.

1972 SUZIIICI 350, good condition. FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank
Must sell due to leaving town. installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC
Will take best offer. Phone 75317713.
BULLDOZER WORK; trucking,
also bank gravel, fill dirt and
topsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-8138,
49. Used Cars & Trucks'
or 354-8161, after 5:00 p.m. TFC
BUICK SKYLARK-1968, one
owner, 54,000 actual miles. CARPETS PROFESSIONALLY
Radial tires, also snow tires. steam cleaned. Phone Carpet
Phone 753-3976 after 6:00 p.m. Master 489-2504.
TFC

WILL DO ironing in my home
Phone 753-8145 after 5:00 p.m.

HAS A 4-YEAR WARRANTY.

Curtis-Mathes

has a full 4-year Warranty on the parts and labor
of their color televisions!

ft-Service- Center"USE OUR LAY-AWAY PLAN"
"EASY FINANCING"

Phone
753-5865

413
IF YOU'RE INTERESTED in a business of your own, we
have two, thriving, well located businesses that you should in
check with us about!
APPROXIMATELY 58 ACRES of crop land is to be found on
the 671
/
2 acre farm that we have near Blood River. Less than
$300.00 an acre and in a good state of cultivation.
FOR THAT RETIRED COUPLE, we have two houses, both
three bedroom bricks, on South 11th. This is located near the 4$
ti
shopping center and grocery. See us about the prices.

753-2590

41;

T. C. Collie - 753-5122

For all of your Real Estate needs ROBERTS REALTY is the place to be!

WILLIE'S INTERIOR & Ex:
tenor Painting. Phone 753-4832
from 8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. and
753-7484 after 4:30 p.m. for free
estimates.

This Is No Gimmick!!

Central
Shopping Center

Lela Parker - 753-6086

Oti
7.1

SHOPPING FOR THAT FIRST HOME? We have your
dream come true in the three bedroom, living room, kitchen 44
41
!
with dining area, utility room, fenced in back yard, storage ;
building and carport for only $16,000.0 This house is newly t
:It
decorated and has carpeting.

It is impossible to run all of our listings at one time, so if your particular need is not mentioned
here, call one of our capable salesmen about your real estate wish. We are members of the
Multiple Listing Service and would be happy to wort with you in this area.
Jean Bennett Hoyt Roberts - 753-3924
Ray Roberts - 753-5583

SIMMS

#

LOCATED NEAR SCHOOL and grocery is this two bedroom,
frame home with basement at 106 South 13th. Large lot in R-4
zoning would be the perfect location for that live in business.
A good investment at $16,000.00.

* Member of Multiple Listing *
Buying - Serling - Appraising - Managing

ELECTRONIC ORGAN service, M
models.
all
makes
and
Authorized Baldwin service. -7":
;TE
.
Phone Hopkinsville 886-1877 or .
after 5:00 p.m. Cadiz 522-8660.

- 413,

EXPERIENCED ROOFER,‘vin
do house for $19.00 a square and #
furnish shingles, Also do patch
jobs. Call 753-6569.
:
WILL DO trash and brush Pti
hauling, Reasonable rates. Phone 4.
i
753-6130.
TFC

WHEN IT COMES TO REAL ESTATE ...
SEE

•
:Itt •
I13
12th & Sycamore

,

Office Phone 753-1651
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Deaths and Funerals

Robertson PTA To
Meet On Monday
Robertson School ParentTeacher Association will meet
Monday, November 19, at seven
p.m. with the Cub Scouts of Den
4 Pack 37 opening the meeting
by presenting the colors and
leading the pledge.
Following a brief business
session conducted by Mrs.
Donald Burke, president, the
parents will have an opportunity to hear Mrs. Rita
Byrd of the Learning Disability
Diagnostic Clinic at Murray
State University discuss the
clinic and its services.
Also included in the program
will be a musical presentation
by Mrs Louise Overby's fourth
grade.
be
will
Refreshments
provided by mothers of the third
and fourth grades.
All interested persons are
invited to attend, Mrs. Burke
said.

Symphony ... Victoria Rivers Royal Newlyweds Fly Today
Art Recipient To Barbados For Honeymoon
Purchase Award

Prices of stocks of local interest at noon today, furnished
rangements were made for the to the Ledger & Times by I. M
23-year-old daughter of Queen Simon Co. are as follows:
Elizabeth II and her 25-year-old Airco
14% UNC
husband of one day — but one Am. Motors
8% +%
official did note that drinks Ashland Oil
25% UNC
were complimentary in first A.T. & T.
47% -%
class.
14-%
Boise Cascade
Anne and Phillips were ac- Ford
43%
companied by one bodyguard, Gen. Motors
55% -f-%
Sgt. Gen. Tire
Detective
30-year-old
15% -3/io
James Beaton.
18-%
Goodrich
The couple sail aboard the Gulf Oil
22% -%
Britannia Friday from Bridge- Pennwalt
20% UNC
town, the capital of Barbados; Tappan
8 -%
for a cruise of nearly three Quaker Oats
33% 44
weeks that will take them
through the Caribbean, the
WRONG NAME
Panama Canal and 1,000 Pacific miles southwest to the GalaThe name of the sponsor for
pagos Islands.
the Murray High Speech Club is
The princess and Phillips will Deborah Mabry instead of Mrs.
leave Galapagos by plane on Debbie Greenfield as given in
Dec. 4 and make a series of the release from the school on
visits to Ecuador, Colombia, Wednesday.
Jamaica, Montserrat and Antigua on the way home. They
return to London on Dec. 17.
After their wedding festivities
in London Wednesday, Anne
and her army captain slipped Federal State Market News
away to Thatched House Lodge, Service November 15, 1973.
in the royal park at Richmond, Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
on the southwestern outskirts of Market Report Includes Eight
London. The secluded mansion Buying Stations
is the home of Anne's cousin, Receipts: Act. 523 Est. 550
Princess Alexandra, and her Barrows and Guts fully steady
husband, Angus Ogilvy, and the Sows steady.
Ogilvys turned it over to the US 1-2 200-230 lbs.
141.25-42.71
Phillipses for the night.
US 1-3 200-240 lbs. $41.75-42.25
The newlyweds made their US 2-4 240-260 lbs. $41.25-41.75
getaway by driving to Chelsea US 3-4 260-280 lbs. 140.75-41.25
Hospital in a horse-drawn car- Sows
riage for an "official visit" and US 1-2270-350 lbs.
$36.00-36.50
ducking out in a limousine.
$35.50-36.00
US 1-3 350-650 lbs.
Last night, detectives stood US 2-3 450-650 lbs.
$34.50-35.50
silent vigil in the shadows of Boars $32.00-34.00.
the trees around the white
mansion. The Daily Mail reported that the first thing the
couple did was switch on the
television set to watch reruns
p.m. to 5 p.m.
of their wedding ceremony.
A royal spokesman said they
MOTHER GOOSE
had a quiet dinner by candlelight — a diplomatic touch in a
FASHION
nation threatened with power
Air
Bel
ShoppingCenter
blackouts and coal shortages.

iCoadassed tram Page 1)
MayFestivaland organized the
famous Penninsula Music
Bay,
Fish
at
Festival
Wisconsin, now in its twentyfirst year.
his
Widely respected for
to
young
ability
train
musicians, he directed an initial
symposium of All-American
music at Memphis State
University and annually conducts a summer music symposium at the University of
Arizona.
Dr. Johnson ha! appeared as
guest conductor with many of
the
county's
major
metropolitan orchestras including the New York Philarmonic, C.B.S., the Boston.
Philadelphia, Los Angeles, and
New Orleans symphonies, and
at the Anchorage Alaska Music
Festival. His international
engagements include guest
conductorships with the Japan
Philarmonic of Tokyo Taiwan
Provincial Symphony of Taipei,
National Symphony of Iceland,
and the Angelicum Orchestra of
Milan, Italy.
The Nashville conductor
served as a member of the
President's Advisory Committee on the Fine Arts during
the Eisenhower administration
and received the coveted
"Awards in the Arts" for 1967
from Wisconsin governor
Warren P. Knowles. His
professional honors include the
Laurel Leaf Award from the
American Composer's Alliance,
the Alice B. Ditson prize; the
Sachs award, and the National
Man of Music Award of Phi Mu
Alpha Sinfonia.

By ED BLANCHE
Associated Press Writer
LONDON (Al') — Britain's
Victoria Rivers of Murray royal newlyweds, Princess
Route One has been named as a Anne and Capt. Mark Phillips,
recipient of a Purchase Award spent their wedding night at the
from the Eight State Print country home of one of her
which opened cousins before flying today to
Exhibition
Funeral services for Hardie
Final rites for Mrs. Nella
Monday, Nov. 12, in Louisville. Barbados for a honeymoon on
Adams of Mayfield Route Outland are being held today at
The Exhibition is currently on die high seas.
Seven, Coldwater community, 2:30 p.m. at the chapel of the
The year's most celebrated
display at the J.B. Speed Art
will be held Friday at two p.m. Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Museum at Louisville where it wedding couple were booked
at the chapel of the Max Home with Rev. R.J. Burope
will be until Dec. 30. The show, with 18 other passengers in the
Churchill Funeral Home with officiating.
which was organized by The first-class section of British
Rev. Glen Puckett officiating.
Serving as pallbearers are
Speed Museum, The University Airways Flight 695 to the BritPallbearers will be Robert Starkie Colson, Jr., Blanco
of Louisville, and the Kentucky ish island off the northern coast
Byrd, Jewell Sheridan, Otto Ferguson, Bob Evans, Ted
Arts Commission was jurored of South America. The BritChester, Thurston Furches, McDougal, Thomas Hargis, and
by Rudy Pozzatti, distinguished annia, the luxurious royal
Chester Reeder, and Les Jerry Lee Lassiter. Burial will
print-maker from Indiana yacht, awaited them there.
Douglas. Burial will be in the be in the Hicks Cemetery.
University.
The a4rline said no special arBazzell Cemetery. Friends may
Mrs. Outland, widow of Floyd
The Murray woman won a
call at the funeral home.
Outland, died Tuesday at 8:30
purchase award for her print
Mr. Adams, age 82, died p.m. at the Murray-Calloway
entitled "Sampler" which is a
Wednesday at 9:50 a.m. at the County Hospital. She was the
silkscreen with sewing machine
Convalescent Division of the daughter of the late Virge and
stitching and other added
Murray-Calloway County Lucy Wilkerson Stubblefield,
elements. The purchase was
Hospital. He was a member of and the sister of the late Cohen
CHILLICOTHE,Ohio (Al') —
provided by the University of
the Coldwater United Methodist Stubblefield.
Judge William SamMunicipal
Louisville. This exhibition will
Church.
She is survived by three
mons was sympathetic after
state
former
eight
the
around
circulate
the
wife,
his
and
He
sisters-in-laws, Mrs. Fannie
moonshiner Cyrus
region. Kentucky, Indiana being told by
Eunice Baneline, had been Stubblefield, Mrs. Starkie
bootleg liquor
made
he
Kerns
Ohio, West Virginia, Tennessee,
married for sixty-one years on Colson, and Mrs. Arie Outland;
to quench his wife's thirst.
two
Born
for
Illinois,
and
year.
Missouri,
this
of
October 6
one brother-in-law, Flenoy
Kerns told the judge Wednesyears.
May 11, 1891, he was the son of Outland; two nephews, Jackie
he made the moonshine
day
Miss Rivers is a graduate
the late William Davis Adams and Bill Stubblefield.
whisky for his wife, who he
student with a fellowship in the
and Julia Pendergreas Adams.
said drinks up to five gallons of
Higher Education department
Survivors are his wife, one
liquor in two weeks and also
and has studied on the graduate
daughter, Mrs. C.O. Myrtle)
We drove by Ted Billington's
puts away 15 to 20 bottles of
at
department
art
the
with
level
Rogers of Farmington Route
new home over in Gatesborough
beer a day.
Adams,
Murray State forthe last three
One; one son, Colie D.
and the outside seems to be in
Sheriff's deputies who accomyears.
home,
of Mayfield Route Seven,
unusual
good shape. An
Other Murray Students who panied federal and state agents
Coldwater community; two
but we just imagine, thoroughly
are presented In the show in- in a raid on the still in Kerns'
grandsons, Mike Davis Adams
liveable.
clude Spencer Mills of barn Tuesday said they found
and Pat D. Adams.
The funeral for Fred (Pa)
Hank enough whisky and beer bottles'
Madisonville, and
Wickoff of Murray Route Six The street through GatesKunath. Marcia Durrant awl to fill a pickup truck.
will be held Saturday at 10:30 borough now extends on into
Barbara Harmeyer of Murray
The sheriff's department reca.m, at the chapel of the Max Preston Heights, Joe Hal
also have prints in the ommended leniency for Kerns
is
Churchill Funeral Home with Spann's subdivision, which
exhibition.
and the judge agreed.
Rev. A.M. Thomas officiating. immediately west. This is
He sentenced Kerns to a twowhich
subdivision
nice
another
Burial will follow in the
month jail term and fined him
Fossett Cemetery. Friends may should blossom soon. Dr.
$250. The maximum sentence is
call at the funeral home after Hutson is building a nice home
six months in jail and an $600
Johnny
on
side
west
the
on
ten a.m. on Friday.
fine.
Word has been received of the
Robertson Road.
Mr. Wickoff, age 85, died
death of Tosco Knight of Akron,
Deputies said the moonshine
Ohio, brother of Quiller Knight Wednesday at six a.m. at the Fellow says he went to the
found in canning jars in
liquor
of Murray Route Five, who died Murray-Calloway County doctor about his leg hurting.
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla.
Kerns' barn was about 100
driver,
truck
retired
A
Hospital.
Akron.
in
Friday at a hospital
Doctor told him it was nothing ( AP) — Space Agency officials
Trellis (Red) Seaford was proof.
Mr. Knight, age 67, died after he moved to his home in the but old age. "That couldn't be report everything is "go" for elected president of Camp 592 of
of
Chief Deputy Wendel Counts
an illness of ten weeks. He was a Irvin Cobb Resort vicinity
rue," he says, "because the launching the Skylab 3 astro- the Woodmen of the World to
January
Kerns made good moonin
said
County
Calloway
the
of
other leg is just as old and does nauts Friday on man's longest serve for the coming year.
retired employee
shine—at his wife's insistence.
1960. He was a member of a not hurt at all."
Firestone Rubber Company.
space voyage.
Seaford, along with other new
"It's as clear as glass," he
Baptist church in Oklahoma.
Skylab Program Director officers, will be installed at the said. "Kerns told us his wife
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
He and his wife, Mrs. Daisy Dust has been described as mud
William C. Schneider said late joint meeting with other v.ouldn't drink it any other
Myrtle Scott Knight, daughter,
Mares Wickoff, who survives,
Wednesday there were no fore- Murray WOW Units on way."
Mrs. Betty Heimberger, and were married August 15, 1952. with the juice squeezed out.
barriers to launching Tuesday, December 11, at the
seeable
two grandchildren, Akron,
Mr. Wickoff was born January It was nice to eat out at Perkins
after he checked the status of family night WOW social.
Ohio; one sister, Mrs. Goldie
26, 1897, in Michigan.
Pancake House the other the Saturn 1B rocket, the
Outland of Tahnadge, Ohie; two
Other officers elected were:
He and his wife, Mrs. Daisy evening. A nice repast with Apollo spaceship, commu- Aubrey(Red) Willoughby, vicebrothers, QuiIler Knight of
nications, ground support, president; Harold Douglas,
Murray Route Five and Autry Mares Wickoff, who survives, some nice people.
were married August 15, 1952.
Knight of Centralia, Ill.
weather and the astronauts.
treasurer; L.C. Hendon,
(Condaued from Page 1)
Mr. Wickoff was born January And it was nice to drop out to
The countdown for the 85-day
secretary; Michael K. Hendon,
Funeral services were held 26, 1897, in Michigan. He is also Captain's Kitchen one evening
mission progressed smoothly
escort; Robert Etazzell, wat- your transformer to make sure
Monday at three p.m. at the survived by two sisters, Mrs. and indulge in some of their
toward a liftoff at 9:01 a.m. chman; T.C. Collie, sentry; it will carry the increased load
with
Temple
Baptist
Akron
Julia Evans of Torance, Calif., delicious Fiddler Catfish.
EST Friday. The weather fore- James Shelton, past president. without blow out, he said.
Rev. Charles Billington of- and Mrs. Amy Hickerson of
An electrician will be needed
cast calls for partly cloudy
Burman Parker is chairman
ficiating. Burial was in a Poenix, Ariz.
Mansfield Farmer spotted in a skies, light winds and a 70-de- of trustees. Other trustees are to check the fuse box and wiring
cemetery at Akron.
store last week. Says he is gree temperature.
Glenn Wooden and Allen Rose. for ample capacity.
closed for the winter and is
Astronauts Gerald P. Carr, James A. Parker is building
It is strongly recommended
taking it easy. However William R. Pogue and Edward manager.
anybody using electric
that
knowing Mansfield as we do, we G. Gibson planned to sharpen
The camp meets each second space heaters do everything
feel sure he'll keep busy.
flying skills today by zipping Thursday night of the month at possible to insulate his home.
over central and south Florida the Woodman Hall.
The best way is to install fiber
Putting a typing table together in T38 jet planes. A space agenglass or mineral wool inthe other day and we came cy spokesman said they also
sulation, weatherstrip doors,
across a situation that find flying a good way to relax.
demanded more tools than we
caulk around windows, and put
Also on their schedule today
up storm windows and doors.
had. The screw was down in a was a brief physical examhole about three inches deep ination to gather baseline data
Clear plastic over windows,
and we just had no way of for in-flight and post-flight com- Mayfield Feeder Pig Sale and even cardboard, rags, and
getting in there with any control parison.
Wednesday, November 14. newspapers, used where they
over the screw. Nothing to do
The launching has been post- Total Head 250. Compared to will not be fire hazards, will
but to get us a screwdriver from poned twice for a total of six last week steady to $2.00 higher. offer some help in blocking out
John Youngerman with one of days because of cracks that
cold air.
US. 1-2 25-34 lbs., 78.00
those gadgets on the end that were discovered in
the Saturn U.S. 1-2 35-44 lbs., 76.60
Since the greatest heat loss is
holds the screw in place while 113. As a result, eight
stabilizer U.S. 1-2 45-54 lbs., 67.00
through the ceiling, full inyou work on it. Worked like a fins at the base of
the rocket U.S. 1-2 55-64 lbs., 84.00
sulation there is the most imcharm. Made us feel real were replaced to prevent a posU.S. 1-2 over 65 lbs., 48.00-66.00 portant step you can take.
technical.
sible breakup in flight.
US. 1-2 under 25 lbs., 67.00
Barker said that he could not
The 22-story booster is to U.S. 3 25-34 lbs., 78.00
stress too strongly the fact that
The next time you feel wistful thrust Carr,
Pogue and Gibson U.S. 3 35-44 lbs., 69.50
if electric space heaters are
about your lost youth, just think and their Apollo
ferry ship to a U.S. 3 45-54 lbs., 63.50
Used In an uninsulated home the
about Algebra.
link-up with the 85-ton Skylab' U.S. 3 55-64 lbs., 57.50
electric bills will be extremely
space station, which is orbiting U.S. 3 over 65 lbs., 60.50
high, possibly more than some
Fellow says you are only young unmanned 270
miles above the U.S. 4 35-44 lbs., 66.50
ability to pay.
consumer's
once, but you can stay im- earth.
U.S. 4 45-54 lbs., 50.00
mature indefinitely.
If they remain aboard 85 U.S. 4 over 65 lbs., 44.50
days, they will break by nearly
Dust off your bird feeders if you a month the
CORRECTION
present space enCLARIFICATION
put them away and get ready to
durance mark of 59% days held
The prices in the Fabrific
Red grapes advertised by
feed our winter visitors from by the Skylab
2 crew.
Parker's Market in Wed- advertisement in Wednesday's
the north. WWe went opt to
nesday's Ledger & Times Ledger & Times are good
Kroger and stocked up oriillIrd
have been priced at 29 through Tuesday, November 20,
Should
Calloway Post No. 5638
feed and Sunflower Seeds, The
pound.
1973.
per
cents
Grosbeaks really like the latter. Of VFW Plans Meeting

Mrs. Outland's
Funeral Services
Being Held Today

Funeral Saturday
At Local Chapel
For Fred Wickoff

Tosco Knight Dies

In Akron; Brother
Of QuiIler Knight

Federal State
Market Report

"How does it happen that we
have enough memory to retain
the smallest details of what has
happened to us, and not enough
to recall how many times we
have told them to the same
person"....La Rochefoucauld.

Calloway County Post No.
5638 of the Veterans of Foreign
Wars will meet Saturday,
November 17, at one p.m. at the
Triangle Inn.
All members are urged to
attend and all veterans are
invited.
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